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The telecommunications system design goals and 
functional requirements for an advanced logistic space-
cra£t are presented qualitatively. Advanced equipment 
11 
and techniques that meet tnese system requirements and 
goals~ that are within the state-ot'-the-a.rt a!ld that are 
believed to be economically t'easible, are enumerated and 
described. System emphasis is on unirication to minimize 
RF 11nks and antenna subsystems, and on use of functional 
redundancy to assure satisfactory perfornmnce or critical 
telecommunication !'unctions. The interaction of the tele-
communications system design and the spacecraft rnEH!hanical, 
environmental, electrical~ and oper&tional interfaces are 
described in qualitative and quantitative ter~~. A 
practical spectrum or system interrace characte~istics ls 
considered along with the required variations in system 
design. Considerations in RF system. design including 
ranging code design, system sensitivity models, and RF 
link margin analysis models are presented. A computer 
program to calculate RF signal margins and to assist in 
RF lir.k· design or a unit'ied telecommunications system is 
describsd. in the report and listed in the appendices. 
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The advent o£ large space stations brings with it the 
need £or logistic spacecra.tt. These spacecra£t will serve 
as "trucks" to carry men and supplies to and !'rom the 
Earth orbiting space stations. The Gemini and Apollo 
spacecra.ft have the capability to be used as logistic 
vehicles but are lacking in size and payload capability. 
Both spacecraf't have capability :for on1y water landings 
which may preclude equipment reuse due to sal. t water cor-
rosion. A land landing logistic spacecraft of'f'ers reuse 
capability and theref'ore a signi£ieant decrease in re-
curring costs. Also. many ot' the Apollo subsystems which 
·are .t•equired !'or Lunar missions are excessively bulky, 
expensive. and overly complex !'or near Earth orbit 
rr.dssions. 
The Gemini and Apollo spacecraf't as presently d~~­
signed can handle two and three men respectively. while 
space stations or space bases with up to 100 men are cur-
rently being planned by NASA and the aerospace industry. 
The:a."'e:fore. the need £or a large advanced logistic space-
cra.ft is eminent. One candidate logistic spacecre..ft being 
investigated in industry is the Big Gemini shown in 
Figure 1. 
FIGURE 1 - BIG GEJ'fiNI rn,.,-.o.rvulSTIC 
(2) 
Heat Sh 1e1d 





A. THE PROBLEM 
This paper treats the prob1eJD associated with design 
or a telecommunications system for a l.arge advanced 
1og1st1c spacecraft. The spacecrart•s telecommunications 
SJ'at.em p~ovides the inte~ligence '11nks required between 
the ground, spaeecrat't, and space statLon. rt provides 
the capabilities for (a) ground radar tracking of' the 
spacecraft, (b) two-way voice co.nmmnications between the 
•grol.md and the spacecra.f't", between the "sp·acecra.ft and 
the space station", and f'rom astronaut to astronaut, (c) 
transmission of: control data .from ground to spacecra.f't, 
(d} spacecrat .. t to ground data 1.1.nk. (e) post-l.anding 
recovery aids and, (f) spacecraft tracking o.f a rendezvous 
targe·t. 
Many o.f toe telecommunicati.ons system requirements 
are not new--they have been encounfiered ·and implemented on 
"the G.em1n1 and Apol.l.o programs. However. ottter require-
ments are new. Greater consideration must be given to 
the long term storage li.f'e, on-board checkout, inter.face 
with the space station, and making rendezvous a routine 
operation. The .probl.em as seen is to design an on-board 
telecommunications system that ~s veraati1e, reliable, 
~thin tne state or the art, has low recurring cost, and 
has mnl.tiple reuse with 1and landimgs. 
B. BACKGROUND 
The design or the advanced telecommunications system 
uses tne technology or the Gemini and Apollo programs as 
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a base. In .particular~ it is £elt that the current Manned 
Space Flight Ground Stations will be used foi- an advanced 
program since with only minor modification these stations· 
will be adequate. The stations are a high cost item and 
should be used £or- many programs to l.ower the ground 
station expenses per program. Also. ~the future synchro-
nous orbiting relay communications s:.ate111tes will be 
available to relay data between tne ground stations and 
spacecrart. Only a £ew ground stations will then be 
required due to the wide radiation rield pattern or a 
synchronous commun~cations satellite. 
C. APPROACH 
The approach used 1fere is to p.-esent tne telecommuni-
cations system goa1s and £unct1onal. requirements and to 
describe a system which .from the a11thor 1 s viewpoint meets 
these requirements. The spacecrart telecommunications 
system inter.f'aces are analytically and qua.li.tatively 
described. Included are mechanical• electrical. environ-
"' 
mental. astronaut. mission operations. launch. vehicle. and 
ground equipment inter.f'aces. Key considerations in RF 
link design includ~ng spectrum synthesis. ranging code 
design,· acquisition times. mult+path. s,-stem sensitivity 
models, ~d link RF JU.rgin analysis aodel.s are presented. 
A computer program is developed to snow how a relatively 
simple progra.m can be used to cal.cu1ate RF signal margins 
and to assist in RF link design or a unified telecommuni-
cations system. Comparisons or advanced and contemporary 
system·equipment are made throughout the paper. 
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II. TELECOl-ll1UNICATIONS SYSTEM GOALS 
AND FUNCTIONAL REQUIRE}lliNTS 
The advanced spacecraft telecommunications system 
should provide greater operational :flexibility than 
previously achieved with a higher probability or mission 
success. Identical or complementary equipment should be 
used on the spacecraft and space station when practical 
to lower equipment development costs and to provide easy 
interface between spacecraft and space station equipment. 
These interfaces are desired when economy or power, 
6 
economy o:f RF :frequency channels, or additional operational 
:flexibility can be realized. For example, a:fter docking 
the spacecraft to the space station, the remote data 
acquisition units o:f the spacecraft can send -data to the 
space station data system. Data combiners and RF trans-
mitters in the spacecraft can be deenergized·. 
Equipment and subsystems o:f high reliability are 
required to realize lower mission recurring costs through 
long equipment li:fe and repeated equipment uses. System 
growth capability is a goal; e.g. to handle experimental 
missions in addition to near Earth orbit logistic missions 
with minimum system changes. 
A summary of advanced system goals and equipment 
recommendations to meet these goals are listed in Table I. 
TABLE I - TEI"ZCOM11UNICATI01'r.3 SYSTEM GOALS 
AND RECO ~L"!i!!NDATIO ~"S 
Goals~ Use advance technology equipment to provide: 
* Longer equipment life for high reliability and 
reuse 
* Lower mission recurring cost (maxi~un reuse. 
minimum equipment) 
*Greater mission operation flexibility with broad 
range of frequencies and data rates 
* Judicious use ot: spacecrart/space station 
interf'aces (economy, i'laxibi.lity) 
~~ Application of' integrated circuits as practical 
* Growth capability ror synchronous orbit missions, 
lunar missions, and experLment missions 
~commendations: 
~:- Use, unified S -band for integra. ted transmission 
s.nd best use of existtng ground stations 
* Stored program telemetry with flexible format to 
minimize cost and time of program changes, and 
to achieve operating flexibility 
* Improved wide band transponder w1 tn integral. solid 
state power amplifier capable or handling experi-
mental data and commercial grade TV 
* Automatic antenna switching circuits to ease 
crew workload 
* Separate and improved voice and telemetry tape 
recorders f'or flexibility and improved reliability 
* Integrate S-band rendezvous tracking funct:1.on into 
telecommunications equipment £or simplier system 
* Spacecraft/spe.ce station interre.ce f'or auxiliary 
data storage. RF trans~s$ion.~~ and checkout f'rom 
space station 
* Integrated circuit equipment; i"ot• impr-oved 
reliability and smaller size-. ve1ght., · and power 
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The s~stem must meet the runctional and operational 
requirements for low Earth orbit rotss1ons o£ the post 1970 








Low Earth Orbit 
Entry and Landing 
Funct1ons Required 
* Intraspacecraft voice 
* Voice between spacecraft and ground 
* Transponder to enhance ground tracking 
* Telemetry to send system performance data to ground 
* Automatic monitoring and warning 
* Data gathering for on-board displays 
* Intraspacecraft voice; including voice 
capability at rear docking station and 
cargo unloading area, and hardJ.ine 
voice interface with space station 
* Interspacecraft voice during 
rendezvous 
* Voice between spacecraft and ground 
* Voice between spacecraft and astronaut 
on EVA (emergency mode onJ.y) 
* Transponder function for ground 
tracking 
* Telemetry to send system performance data to ground 
* Telemetry to send biomedical data from 
astronauts on EVA to spacecraft (emergency mode only) 
* Voice and data recording 
* Ground commands tor spacecraft 
position updates, time updates, and 
control ot on-board systems 
* Automatic monitoring and warning 
* Data gathering function for on-board disp1ays 
* Range, range rate and angle 
dete~nation tor rendezvous 
* Intraspacecratt voice 
* Voice between spacecraft and ground 
terminal 1and1ng system 
* Transponder for tracking by terminal 1anding system 
* Telemetry to send system performance data to ground 
* Voice and data recording 
* Recovery beacon tor emergency landings 
* Automatic monitoring and warning 
* Data sathering tor on-board disp1ays 




The~e are many te1eco~~unications system concepts that 
can be used in a logistic spacecraft. These system con-
cepts can be categorized by their d~ree of equipment 
consolidation or unification used tc meet the ~equirements 
of Table II. Three natural categories are separate systems~ 
unified systems~ and unif'ied systems w:ith integrated 
communications and tracking for .rendezvous. 
The separate systems concept uses separate audio 
equipment~ RF equipment, and antennas for each of the 
com~1n1cation functions (telemetry~ tracking, command~ 
voice, and .rendezvous tracking). The Gemini spacecraft 
used the separate equipment concept except for use or a 
common antenna system for the telemetry, command, and voice 
functions. 
The unif'ied systems concept uses the same RF' equipment 
and antennas £or all primary communication functions. The 
Apollo spacecraft uses this concept vith a single RF 
carrier for ground to spacecraft transmission or voice, 
command~ and tracking data; plus a single carrier for 
spacecraft to g~ound transmission or voice~ telemetry~ and 
tracking data. At the g:round, command and voice subcar-
riera. and a tracking code mDdulate tbe single carrier f'or 
transmission to the spacecraft. At t.be spac,ecraf't the 
carrl.er is received and tbe carrier aDd subcarriers are 
demodul.at.-e;d to resto::oe the ground genera.ted voice datE.., 
coDl.D'lS.nds _,. a.nd tracking code. Also, on-board genera ted 
voi.ce and telemetry subcarriers, and the tracking co de 
received rrom the ground modulate a single carrier £or 
transmission to the ground station. 
The uni:fied systems concept wl tn integral com..'11uni-
cati.ons and ·tracking for :-endezvous is a new concept on 
which son1e development work has been done. However, it 
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has. not been used in a spacecra1't. This concept i'urtner 
extends the uni.fication process. The on-board RF trans-
ceivers used i'or transmission and reception between the 
spacecraf·t and ground also provide transmission and recep-
tion ca_pability :for rendezvous communications and tracl;:ing~ 
B. SYSTE~I SELECTION 
An advanced unified S-band system w-li th integral 
co~munications and tracking :for rendezvous is the selected 
concept. All o:f tne major telecommunications system :func-
tions are perf'ormed by this single system. Table III shows 
criteria used .:for the system selection. The .four greatest 
adva~tages are minimal number o£ on-board systems; small 
size, weight, and power; £lex1b1lity; and lowest recurring 
cost. The prime disadvantage is higher development costs. 
The basic operation of' tne selected system is identi-
cal to tne Apollo uni.fied S -band system. Both are CW 
systems using a ranging code plus voice, telemetry, and 
command .subcarriers as required to modulate a single 
12 
T.ABLE III - TEL3COl..,il"IUNICA'riO.!.~S SYSTEN EVALUA'EION 
Selection Cri~eria Candidate Concepts 
Separate Unified Advanced 
Systems System System (x) (y) (z} 
A. Flight proven hardware 
availabl-e 
B. Synchronous orbit capability 
without ex~ensive modification 
c. Compatible with existing 
ground network 
D. Minimum on-board systems 
* 
E. Compatible 'tvith existing * 
extra vehicular activity and 
intervehicle voice equipment 
F~ Growth capability 
G. Small size, to<eight, and power 
H. Existing ground network 
utilized 
I. High reliability 
J, Flexibility 
K. Simplicity 
L. Lowest fixed cost 














X Gemini approach, assumes use of Gemini equipment 
Unified S-band system (Apollo approach, ass~~es use 
of' Apollo equiprre nt) · 
z 
z 
Advanced unified S-band system with rendezvous 
ca.pability (One system .for all major functions, 
assumes use of ne·w equipment) 
Recommended system 
lJ 
carrier' i'or gr oand to spacecraft transmissions, and a 
single carrier f'or spacecraf't to ground transw.issions. In 
the selected system two S-band transponders are used; one 
f'or communications and tracking between the Earth and 
spacecraft and the other for coln.'ilU.<''liCatiions and tracking 
between the spacecraft and space station. The two trans-
ponders serve as backing to each other. The transponders 
include a receive:::-, a transmitter and a tracking code turn 
around loop. The turn around loop transfers tne tracking 
code (received from the ground) to the on-board transmitter 
f'or retransmission. Only the receivers and transmitters 
are used when tracking code turn around is not required. 
New equipr::ent developrr..ent is required in the space-
craft/space station link. However, other new equipment is 
also reccm...'1lended to achieve the desired system .flexibility 
of' operation and to take advantage of recent design im-
provements. In many instances development and qualii'ica-
tion of' advanced equipment is proceeding through NASA 
f'unded contracts or through in-house funding by the equip-
ment suppliers. Many of' these new developments have been 
investigated and incorporated in tne design of the selected 
system as described in Section c. 
Figure 2 is a block d:agram or the selected advanced 
unified teleco~~ications system ~ith integral rendezvous 
tracking capability. TableiV shows the estimated siz.e, 
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C. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM FUNCTIONS AND EQ..UIPMENT 
The advanced unified S-band system provides telemetry, 
tracking, command, voice, and rendezvous tracking functions 
through use of two phase modulated (PM) transponders. One 
transponder is used for the ground to spacecraft and space-
cra.ft to ground communication channels. The ground to 
spacecraft channel carries command, tracking, and voice 
data while the spacecra.ft to ground channel (which is off-
set in .frequency) carries telemetry, tr-acking return, and 
voice data. On the g.t•ound, the pseudo random noise (PRN) 
tracking code, 10 KHZ FI1 command sub carrier, and JO KHZ FM 
voice subcarrier are summed. The combined signal phase 
modulates one up link S-band carrier. On the vehicle the 
PRN tracking code is recovered and stunmed with a. 1.024 MHZ 
P11 telemetry subcarrier and a 1.2.5 t1HZ PH voice subcarrier. 
The combined signal phase modulates one down link S-band 
carrier. The ratio of the down link PM carrier frequency 
to received carrier frequency is constant and coherent 
operation is obtained through use of a phase locked track-
ing loop. The transmitter and receiver of a second S-band 
transponder are used for rendezvous communications and 
tracking between the spacecraft and space station. The 
transponder turn around loop is not required for rendezvous. 
The link to the space station carries tracking, voice, and 
command data (if required) while the return link (which is 
of.t'set in frequency) carries voice, telem.e~y (if required). 
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and tracking return data. By using different frequencies 
:tor each transpondex- both links can be operated simul tane-
ous,ly. For the communications and tracking link between 
the spacecraft and space station a medium gain interfero-
meter antenna. is used f'or determination o.f the elevation 
aDd. azimuth angles between the spaeecraft and space station 
and to prov:i.de proper signal margin when a ranging code 
pl.1.1s other .fi.ulcti-ons (voice/command/telemetry) are t,rans-
mitted on the link. The omnidirectional antennas p!"ovide 
backup to the medi.um gain antennas f'or communications and 
tracking between the spacec!"aft and space station. Use of' 
the omnid:f.rectional antennas reduces the communications 
range:. and elevati.on and azimuth angles between tne space-
craf't and spa.ce station are not obtained. However, rela-
tive range and !"ange rate data between the spacecraft and 
space station can be obtained. Also~ the medium gain 
anteiUlB. provides backup in the spacecr-aft/Earth link 
{special spacecraft orientation is required). 
Each transponder (transceiver plus tll!"n a!"ound loop) 
backs up the other. However, i.f the transponders a1 .. e 
deslgned to operate at tne others normal. .f!"equency in 
adclition to their own, when properly switched, a t!"uly 
universal backup situation_ will exist. Figure 3 shows the 
.frequency allocati.oll and Figure 4 summarizes the system 
backup modes. An additional spacecraft to ground communi-
cat:io.na. channel can be obtained by adding a FM transmitter 




NOTES: fi = operating frequencies 
r 3 > r4, r2 > r1 
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wide bandHidth dn.ta in the spncecraft/r:round station or 
spacecraf.'t/spacc station link. 'l,V is not a mandatory opcr-
ational requirement, however, TV can monitor astronauts f.'or 
saf.'ety purposes, provide public viewinB of space operations, 
and monitor manual procedures and checkout of the space-
craft systems. These .f.'unction~ are most desirable for test 
vehicles and missions with hieh public interest. It is 
anti~ipated that TV will be used on some logistic missions. 
1. S-band ;\ntenna Subsystems 
Several antennas providing nearly omnidirectional 
coverage are used for the Earth/spacecraf.'t link while a 
medii.un gain interferometer array is used f.'or intervehicle 
traclcing and communications link. 
For omnidirectional coverage, f.'lush mounted, heat 
resistant, helical f.'eed, cavity backed, antennas providing 
circular polarization are recommended. Typical antennas 
can provide a 3 db beam 'Hidth of 100 to 120 degrees. The 
flush mount minimizes drag and prevents localized hot spots. 
A cavity filled with quartz is transparent to.RF energy and 
can Hithstand entry heating. Circular polarization results 
in good reception by using either circular (same sense) or 
linear polarized ground station antennas. Haximum polari-
zation loss (PL) between transmit and receive antennas Hith 
circular polarization (both same polarization sense) is a 
runction of' the axial ratios of the antennas [1]1 and is 
lNumbers in brackets reference bibliography entries 
on pages 143 and 144. 
given by: 
= l 0 1 og 4 + -:"2-=-R_l'--=R:::-· .;;:.2,...,..-;-::-----:::: + \~ ~1 + Rl2)(1 + R22T 
{1 - R12) (1 - R22) 
2(1 + R1 2)(1 + R1 2) (cos 
where: 
R1 and R2 = axial ratio or circularly polarized 
anten..'1.a one and two respectively 
Q = relative polarization alignment angle 
Three decibels is the maximum loss for reception of a 
circu.larly polarized wave on a linear polarized antenna. 
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\ii th greate.:.. ... than 90 degree beam width .four antennas 
equally spaced around the spacecraft periphery will provide 
.?.dequa te coverage. The nu1nber of antennas required. is a 
f'unction o:f the radi:ating frequency and diameter o1· the 
spacecra:ft where the antennas are mounted. The omnidirec-
tional antennas must be located on the entry module since 
they are also required after entry for .final descent 
communications and tracking. Antennas located in the 
conical section near tne heat shield, referenc~ Figure 1, 
provide a slightly better aft antenna pattern than a 
forward located.antenna if tne module benind tne entry 
module is cylindrical in shape with a diameter equal to 
the largest entry module diameter. This is due to surface 
cur·rents on the cylindrical module acting as secondary 
radiators. However, for each vehicle shape antenna pattern 
tests must be run .for selection or antenna location. Ade-
quate at't coverage is important for the launcn and entry 
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mission phases since groUDd stations will be looking at the 
aft end of the spacecraft. · For t~e system selected RF 
energy radiated in the f'orward an.d aft directions is con-
siderably lower than that radiated normal to the antennas. 
However. during ascent and landing. the smaller free space 
loss eompensates for the gro~~d station looking at the aft 
end of the spacecraft. 
The interveh~cle communications and rendezvous antenna 
is a four element archLmedes spiral interferometer array. 
The antenna provides for azimuth and elevation angle de-
termination between tne spacecraft and space station and 
it provides suf'fic~ent gain to communicate with the space 
station simultaneously with rendezvous tracking. The 
antenna elements are arranged in a square pattern on a flat 
groun~ plane. Element spacing is 427 electrical degrees 
(approximately 1.2)J for 50 degrees or antenna coverage 
(solid cone angle) and a gain of' 10 db. An estimate [2] of' 
antenna phase errors is shown in Table V. The + 5 degrees 
of phase error results in a space angle error of' 8.3 milli-
radians root-mean-square. This is obtained directly from 
the sjstem geometry as shown in Figure 5. The geometry 
prov·ides for an e1ectrical phase angle (l') to space angle 
(Q) ratio of 7.2. This pr~vides So degrees of antenna 
coverage without ambiguity. 
file antennas are connected in two groups of two each. 
Dio.de or ferr1 te phase shifters are used in each antenna 
lead to el.ee.troolcal.17 . nul.l the ou:tput of' t:n.e azl111u~~ and 
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TABLE V - ESTii"'",ATED ANTENNA PHASE ERRORS 
ERROR SOURCE 
Antenna st~ucture al~gnment 
Antenna element phase error 
due to ellipticity 
Phase shirte~ errors 
Other system errors 
TOTAL 







sin Q = 1 5o = .0117 427° 
Q = .67 degrees peak error 
antennas {4 places) 
5° error-'t 
12·67 = .83 x 10-2 = 8.3 rms milliradians (5?0 ) 
Q = angle o£ incident wave 
FIGURE 5 - RENDEZVOUS AN'l'E ... ~NA GEOHZTRY 
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eJ.eva tion dli'.f'er~·nce cr. .. ar.nels ~ ·rhe angular position of' the 
phase shi~ters gives a contin~ous indication of' electrical 
boresight or target direction relative to mechanical bore-
sight. The advantage or solid state phase shifters (over 
mecna!'!ical rotation of antenna elements) is the complete 
elimination cf moving parts, thereby eliminating bearing 
p~oblems and coaxial rotary joints. Also with stationary 
antenna element~ the effects of ellipticity can be reduced 
by aligning the major axes of all antennas. 
Figure 6 is a block diagram of' the antenna system. 
Antenne. size is app~oximately 12 inches square by 2.25 
inches deep, including the phase shifters and the distri-
bu~ion network. Ferrite phase shirters require ~nether 
inch of depth[2]. Honeycomb sandwich contructicn tech-
niques result in a total ante~~a weight of approximately 
6 pounds. The phase shif'ters and hybrid couplers are made 
a part o:f the anten .. 11.a in order to prevent :-andom phase 
shif'ts causad by ex-cessive cable lengths and environmental 
difrerences. This is necessary since angle measurement is 
a :function of' return signal phase ·shift. The hybrid 
couplers divide the R'") d." power received on each input evenly 
between the two output ports with a phase relationship as 
shot.;n in Figure 1· 
One hybrid coupler adds the sum outputs :from t'!.-10 
hybrid couplers to rorm a sma channel. As indicated in 
Figure 7, when the rendezvous target is on bores1ght 
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NO'IE: There is no phase di1'1'0rence between A and B at the antenna input when line-of-sight to the rendezvous target is normal to the center of the antenna ground plane. This is the cond1tion shown above. 
FIG UHE 7 - PHASE Ru;LATlC NSHIPS OF HYBRID 
plane}.. tae &um cn.annel is maximum and the dif'f'erence 
chan.nals 1.:!\rS zero. With the target of'f' boresight, the 
phase and ampl i tu .. de of' the dif'f'erence channels provide a 
measurt=,., o.t: azimuth and elevation angles to the rendezvous 
targ~t·.. '!'he sum enannel f'eeds tne normal S-band receiver 
and suppl.:!es voice . , range, and range rate data. Each 
di.ff'erence signal f'eeds a separate angle track channel. 
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The ang'le. track cnannels drive the phase shi1'ters until 
nul.ls (zero) oec·ur in both elevation and azimuth di.ff'erence 
channel.:s. Alao the angle track channels generate the 
':l!gi·ta1 az.imuth and elevation signals required by the 
computer '1ro:1• generation of' the .rendezvous steering commands. 
The ang1e track channels can be physically remote f'rom tne 
antenna. 'The transmitter signals are divided .four ways 
and connected to the antenna via circulators. 
:a.. Antenna Switch 
Tbe coherent S-band system requtres that only one 
omnidir.ec~ional antenna per RF link b8 used at a time with 
wi.dely- spaeed S-band antennas. This prevents interantenna 
inter.ferance patterns (rapid phase cnanges) which may cause 
lass. of' s...;band data. The antenna switch automatically 
cennec ts the transponder to one omnidirectional antenna 
that previ ... ies an adequate radiation field pattern. Control 
si:gna1s can be generated in an amplitude detector located 
tn the traGSponder receiver. 
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b. S -band Antenna Q.u1.ntuplexer 
The quintuplexer permits two receivers and three 
transmitters "to share a common antenna. The unit provides 
isolation among the three transmitter RF outputs, and 
between the receiver RF inputs and transmitter RF outputs. 
The RF power output spectrums ~e also filtered. 
2. Unified S-band Transponder 
Two similar transponders are used. Each unit contains 
an S-band receiver, carrier tracking loop, pseudo random 
noise (PRN) tracking code turn around loop, angle track 
channels, a phase modulator, and a solid state RF power 
amplifier. In the normal communications mode, one trans-
ponder functions as a receiver, transponder, and transmit-
ter in the Earth/spacecraft link and the angle track 
channels are not used. The received carrier in this link 
is phase modulated by voice and co~~and subcarriers and a 
pseudo random noise tracking code. The received signal is 
detected and voice and con~and subcarriers are sent to the 
modulation processor for subcarrier detection while the 
tracking code is either detected and reconstructed or 
riltered. Reconstructing the code results in a large 
signal to noise improvement in the transponder to interro-
gator link since the noise in tne interroeator to trans-
ponder link is not retransmitted. On-board generated voice 
and telemetry subcarriers received from the modulation 
processor, together with the reconstructed or filtered PRN 
tracking code phase modulate the transmitter carrier. The 
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transmitted carrier f'requency signal is phase coherent with 
the received carrier. but translated in frequency by a 
f'ixed ratio times the received carrier frequency. 
In the rendezvous mode one transponder !'unctions as 
a transmitter and receiver with the target spacecraft 
containing the transponder. The RF carrier is phase modu-
lated by the PRN code generated 5.n the on-board ranging 
unit 6 and by the voice and co1mnand subcarriers destined for 
the target space station. The carrier received f'rom the 
space station is demodulated and the voice and command 
subcarriers are sent to the modulation processor f'or f'inal 
demodulation. The received carrier ar1d PRN code are sent 
to the on-board ranging unit f'or range and range rate 
determination. 
Both transponders can be used f'or either the Earth/ 
spacecraft or rendezvous link (dual redundancy). The mode 
change is accomplished by switching in the appropriate 
carrier loop voltage controlled oscillator in the trans-
ponder. Also. both the omnidirectional and the rendezvous 
a.ntennas can be connected to eitner of the two transpon-
ders. The switching arrangement of Figure 2 allows the 
omnidirectional antennas to be used f'or wide angle inter-
vehicle and extra vehicular activity communications 
coverage plus intervehicle ranging at reduced range. This 
is in addition to the normal Earth/spacecraf't communica-
tions and tracking !'unctions. Both !'unctions can be 
handled simultaneously due to dif'f'erent frequencies of 
operation f'or each link. The rendezvous antenna must, 
however, be used when elevation and azimuth az~les of the 
ta~get space station relative to the spacecraft are 
~equired. This antenna operates on a sing~e set of 
frequencies to simplify tne antenna design. 
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The advanced S-band transponders [3] will provide 
increased data bandwidths of 6 X 106 Hertz, improved 
receiver noise figures, and solid state por1er amplif'iers. 
In addition, the weakest areas of' existing designs will be 
improved including improved reliability and stability. 
Bandwidths of' 6 NHz are adequate f'or transmission of large 
quantities of' experiment data or commercial grade color TV. 
Receiver noise figures of 5.5 db are current state-of-the-
art. The use of' solid state power amplif'iers results in 
increased reliability and a decrease in refurbishment costs. 
3. The Modulation Processor 
The modulation processor provides all interf'ace func-
tions required between the telemetry, voice, and command 
equipment and the unified S-band transponders. This 
includes voice and data signal processing and subcarrier 
modulation required prior to f'inal modulation by the 
transponder units. Voice amplitude clippers, data sub-
car~ier oscillators, data ~ecord/playback switches and the 
emergency key circuits are in tne processor. Key circuits 
provide on-off' control of' tne transponder carrier f'or 
Morse code transmission if regular communications is lost. 
Voice and command updata subcarriers received f'rom the 
transponder are demodulated and data is sent to the voice 
control center and tne command decoder respectively. 
4. The Cca~nd Subsystem 
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The con.unand subsystem receives demodulated command 
signals from tne modulation process.or, decodes tnese 
signals, and sends decoded data to the appropriate system. 
Digital velocity and position updates are sent to the 
primary and redundant computers and digital time updates 
are sent to the tLme rererence system. Switch closure 
commands are prov1ded for switching of other spacecrart 
system circuits. 
5. Voice Subsvstem 
Flexible and comprehensive voice communications 
capability is required. This can be provided by two 
independent voice centers, pilot headsets, wall mounted 
intercoms (receive and transmit) in reentry and cargo 
modules, micropnones in emergency oxygen face masks, and a 
rear docking voice station. The voice subsystem provides 
the capability of' interfacing the astronauts with all 
transmission, reception, and intercommunication circuits. 
The major voice subsystem features f'or the advanced space-
craft are listed below. 
(1) An independent apd isolated voice center 
for each or the two crew members. 
(2) Rear docking station and one crew station 
share one voice center {one crew member 
docks spacecraft). 
( 3) C.rew members ( 2) use headsets .,..,1 th 
attached microphones. 
(4) 5o db (.0002 dynes/cm2 re£erence) peak 
entry module noise goal allows unaided 
voice corrillnL~ications within entry module. 
(5) Wall mounted intercom in cargo module for 
cargo unloading and in entry module for 
cargo loading. Entry module intercom also 
enhances reporting to passengers ~rom ground 
stations~ space station, or crew and also 
gives passenger voice transmit capability. 
(6) Microphone with push-to-talk capability 
built into passenger and crew oxygen 
regulators £or erne1~gency corn.11unications. 
Also gives passengers nonroutine voice 
transmit capability. 
(7) Hardline voice connection to ground before 
launch and to space station after docking. 
{8) Crew members retain executive control o£ 
system. 
{9) Warning tone interfaced with speakers and 
headsets but electrically isolated. 
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Voice system desi~n assumes that astronauts are in 
shirtsleeves except while performing docking at the rear 
docking stati.on. A pressure suit may be worn by the astro-
naut perrorming docking until tne docking system and 
procedures are proven. Demand oxygen regulators covering 
the nose and mouth a:re provided for eact'.l. astron.aut for 
emergency use. 
Rear docking station intercommunications and control 
is provided by parallel operations or an unused crew 
station voice center. Prior to departure for the rea1• 
docking station tne crew member selects transceivel:• con-
trols and with a switch selection transfers microphone/ 
headset interfaces and controls to the rear station. Push-
to-talk (PTT), voice operated transmit (VOX), VOX sensi-
tivity and receiver volume control are transferred to the 
rear station. 
A speaker is mounted in the crew module to enhance 
voice communications f'rom the crew, ground, or space 
station to the passengers. This precludes tne use of 
separate headsets for each or the passengers. The speaker 
plus a wall mounted microphone serves as an intercom for 
cargo loading. The microphone also provides a nonroutine 
voice transmit capability for the passengers. With a 
cabin speaker, several design techniques are available 
for reduction of feedback from the cabin speaker to 
cabin crew microphones. Feedback may cause equipment 
overload and oscillations that make the subsystem 
un.usa.ble. These techniques are: direct the speaker 
output to the passengers and not to the crew, use noise 
cancellation microphones with high directivity for the 
crew. use acoustical materials for sound baffles, keep 
speaker output level as low as praet1ca1, and direct 
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speaker output to minimize voice rei'lections. Feedback to 
crew microphones .is eliminated (except for passenger 
chatter) i~ the cabin speaker is not used when crew micro-
phones are activated. 
Microphones mounted within the emergency oxygen i'ace 
masks provide emergency talk capability to all astronauts 
as well as a nonemergency nonroutine talk capability !'or 
the passengers. A PTT switch is provided f'or all masks to 
minimize the noise level and feedback from the cabin 
speaker. The speaker provides the monitor capability f'or 
the passengers when the masks are worn. Cargo unloading 
and loading requires coordination.and co~~ications be-
tween the cargo ho1d and the space station. Several tech-
11iques f'or voice communications are possible: 
(l) Wall mounted intercom 
(2) Wall mounted telephone 
(3) Unaided voice communications 
<4> Headset with umbilical cord attached to 
nearest outlet 
(5) RF transmitters in helmets with use of' 
parasitic antennas between vehicles/modules 
The method used depends on whether space suits with helmets 
are worn., and on the amoun'!i of intervehicle voice communi-
cations required. Si11ce pressure suits are not the normal 
mode., a wall mounted intercom is preferred. This allows 
int.ermodule and intervehicle cornmunications without cumber-
some umbilical cab1es or RF transmitters and without 
holding a transceiver to the ears and mouth. An intercom 
allowing voice transmission and reception without PTT 
switching is preferred when almost continuous coordination 
is required. This requires a VOX switch built into the wall 
intercom. When the microphone VOX is activated the speaker 
(receive) is deactivated to prevent feedback from the 
speaker to the microphone. Both VOX and PTT capability can 
easily be provided by the intercom subsystem, ir required. 
6. Recovery Subsystem 
A VHF (243 ~iliz) direction finding beacon is used on 
the spacecraft for line-of-sight direction finding during 
landing and recovery of the spacecraft. The system can be 
used both during normal and emergency recovery but its 
prime utility is :for emergency recovery operation. The 
beacon antenna is a whip antenna located on the top (por-
tion above waterline after water landing) of the reentry 
module and is extended at the time of chute deployment. 
Its location provides good coverage :for aircraft direction 
finding both be:fore and a:fter an emergency water touchdown. 
It is a tone modulated fu~ transmitter compatible with the 
recovery forces direction :finding receivers. The recovery 
beacon transmits a 3 watt minimum power output at 243 ~ffiz. 
The transmitter is on :for a 2 second interval and o:ff :for a 
3 second interval to conserve DC power. The transmitter 
output is thirty percent modulated by a 1 KHz square wave 
during the transmit interval. A HF transceiver has in the 
past been used for emergency direction :finding and voice 
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coa~nications beyond the line-of-sight dUl'ing the post 
landing phases of the mission. However, it is not recom-
mended for the advanced logistics spacecrart. The existing 
jet propelled communications aircraft offer rapid coverage 
of a large area in tne event of an emergency landing. For 
example an aircraft at 30,000 feet is witnin line-or-sight 
or a spacecraft located ~ 250 statute miles on either side 
or tne flight path for a spacecraft antenna height of six 
feet above the wat~r. This line-of-sight (LOS) distance 
[4] is from: 
LOS = (2ht)l + (2~)~ 
where: 
LOS = line-of-sight in statute miles 
ht = height of transmitter above a smooth Earth 
in feet 
~ - height of receiver above a smooth Earth 
in feet 
This formula provides a good approximation. At five 
hundred miles per hour 250 thousand square miles can be 
covered per hour per plane. Also to limit the search area 
the ground can periodically check with the spacecraft in 
orbit to ascertain an all-is-well condition. For example 
a check once per orbit would limit the search to one orbit 
path around the Earth. 
1. Instrumentation Equipment 
Instrumentation equipment consists of transducers, 
signal conditioners (or modifiers), telemetry multiplexers 
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and encoders, and recorders. This equipment monitors the 
performance and operation of the apaeec~aft and the status 
of tne cargo with the equipment operating on-line in its 
normal operating mode. Electrical signals from the trans-
ducers and voltage monitors are sent to the displays, the 
on-board checkout system, the telemetry equipment, and to 
the data tape recorder via the telemetry. Transducers are 
located throughout the spacecraft reentry and cargo/pro-
pulsion modules. Signal conditioners and multiplexer units 
are located near to groups of transducers or voltage moni-
tors to minimize intra and inter module wiring. 
Due to the large amount of data to be acquired an 
integrated data management system viewpoint and approach 
is essential to acquire this data in tne most efficient 
and effective manner. 
It is recorwoonded that large amounts of data to be 
transferred across spacecraft sectional interfaces, between 
black boxes, and to displays be in encoded digital multi-
plexed form. This approach reduces wiring and noise 
susceptibility, and is more amenable to transfer of data 
between tne spacecraft and space station. Critical func-
tions, such as caution and warning would continue to use 
hardwire data transfer for.maxLmum reliability. However, 
status displays, computer driven multipurpose displays, 
on-board checkout, and telemetry systems are amenable to and 
would use multiplexed techniques. 
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Te:Lemetry ds.ta is used at tne space station or ground 
to determine cause o:f malfunctions and the remedial course 
of action. The te:Lemetry is a passive monitor system with 
equipment operating on-l.ine ln its normal operating mode. 
The on-board checkout syDtem is used for checkout o:f the 
spacecra:ft on the ground and in orbit. It provides stimuli 
to :facilitate checkout. The te:Lemetry and on-board check-
out ~ystems are s~milar in nature and there:fore should 
augment and partially backup each other. Table VI summa-
rizes the integrated data management requirew~nts and 
:features. 
a. Signal Conditioners 
Development e:ff'orts[ 5] have shown that the technology 
to produce integrated circuit signal conditioners is 
avai:Lable. A signi:ficant reduction in weight and volume 
is achievable over discrete component units with the same 
or improved performance. By using the power progr~aing 
technique, a reduction o:f power drain is al.so realizable. 
Power progra~~ing is the tecnnique of applying DC power to 
only the particu1ar signal conditioning channel and sensor 
(if desired) which is being sampled by the telemetry 
system. In addit:lon to conserving power, the crosstalk 
between channels i.s elimin~ted. 
The use of ~crominiature signal conditioners o:ffers 
the greatest advantage when a large number of signal 
conditioners is required. For example, when high level 
telemetry mul t1p1exing is used extensively many low level 
TABLE VI - INTEGRATED DATA MANAGEI{EN'l' 
Requirement 
* Sy-stem status monitor 
* Operationa1 disp1ay 
* Caution and warning 




*Telemetry (350 channels) diagnostic routines 
at ground and space station 
*on-board checkout (500 channels) to enhance 
1no~b1t mission confidence 
* Multiplexed data transfers except hardline 
caution and warning 
* Multiplexed disp1ays - status. multipurpose 
computer driven. guidance and cont~ol 
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data channels require amp11f1ca.tion. When lou J.avel 
mu1tip1exing is used, design o!' a microminiature signal. 
condi ti.one:•, and in particular use o:f tne power programming 
technique is less appealing. 
Modi.fying c1rcui ts such as low frequency DC amplit'iers, 
phase sensitive demodulators, and AC to DC converters are 
not amenabl.e to power programming because o!' tne long time 
constants associated with the :filtering capacitances. 
These channels must be powered continuously. 
A major concern in power programming is synchroni-
zation or tne signal. conditioner and sensor "power on" time 
with the te1emetry sa.mple time. l1icron1miature signal con-
ditioners being developed for NASA have ws.rm up times of 20 
to 40 m:tcroseconds. This is compatible vvith remote multi-
plexer units, being developed, in which 60 microseconds of 
time e1apses !'rom initial decoding o:f the channel address 
and appl..ication o!' gate power to holding o:f the char .... "l.el 
sample. Synchronization o!' the signal. conditioner and 
sensor power programming from the telemetry 1::ul.tiplexers 
is tnererore practical .from a timing standpoint. However, 
the sign.s.l output o!' tne signal conditioners must be kept . 
.from excessive overshoot (upon power application) to 
prevent saturation ot' tne mul. tiplexer gate inputs. Satu-
ration of multiplexer gates can cause gate recovery times 
greater tnan 60 microseconds. Saturation results in 
erroneous data being held for sampling. Generally for a 
zero to + S VDC system a positive voltage o.f plus 7 volts 
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or less applied to tne .mul tiple.:~e.rs results in no problem 
with excessive recovery times. 
b. Stored Program Data Processor Telemetry 
Much development is being done on stored pl:•ogram 
telemetry [ 6, 7] systems. These systems allow channel and 
channel sample rate changes via sortware rather tnan hard-
ware char~es. This allows telemetry channel and channel 
sample rate formats to be changed via the command system 
when in orbit with complete flexibility. Prior to flight, 
telemetry program changes cah be made rapidly, inexpensive-
ly, and easily with only software cnanges required. In 
addition to program flexibility it is desired to incorpo-
rate a party line concept with digital encoding performed 
at remote acquisition units. A party line requires only a. 
single pair of wires for control of many remote acquisition 
units and a second single pair of wires to collect data 
from tnese remote units. A central control unit is then 
used to combine encoded data received from the remote 
acquisition units, and to control the remote acquisition 
units in accordance with the program stored in memory. 
The ad.vantages of using a new stored program telemetry are: 
{1) Latest technology developments in flexible 
programming, rem~te encoding, party line 
concept, and integrated circuits can be 
incorporated. 
(2) Digital encoding at the remote multiplexing 
units allows transfer or cligi tal data which 
i.s not as easi~y degraded ~y noise as 
.an&.l.og data. 
(3} The system can easily vary channel sample 
rates~ number of channels sampled. and bit 
rates to meet measurement or bandwidth 
requirements. 
(4) Channel capac! ty can be easily increased 
by adding additional renwte multiplexing 
units to the party line. 
(5} Higher reliability should be achievable due 
to extensive use of integrated circuitry. 
(6) The equipment can be made compatible with 
the telemetry equipment proposed for 
second generation orbital workshops or 
space stations. 
(7) One party line for digital control of all 
remote multiplexers and a second party line 
ror return or all digitally encoded data 
from the remote multiplexers minimizes 
1ntermodule wires and noise susceptibility. 
(8) Size and weight is less than one-half 
existing comparable size·telemetry subsystems. 
(9) A varity of control modes can be incorporated 
to best meet advanced spacecraft requi~e­
aents. Fo~ example an external control mode 
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allows other spacecr•aft s:ystems to control 
the telemett-y pr()gram and receive data from 
the telemetry system. An on--board checkout 
system located in tne space station can 
then gather data from the spacecra~t 
telemetry system for checkout of the 
spacecraft. Only partial control could 
be given tne external system by allowing 
access through certain channels (normally 
idle) prea~located for external access 
only. No regular telemstry data is pre-
empted in this mode. Figure 8 shows the 
party line wiring scheme .for a system 
using 100% wire redundancy for r~liability. 
Only eight wires are required between the 
control and combiner unit and the remote 
acquisition units. Each acquisition unit 
is independent so a .failure in one will 
not affect the other units. This system 
was con£igured to meet the minimum estimated 
measurement requirements .for an advanced 
logistic spacecra.ft. The measurements are 
itemized in Table VII. 
Stored program data processing concepts and features 
are summarized in Table VIII. 
c. Data Storage Equipment 
Data storage equipment rt3cords v·oice and telemetry 
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2 WIRES FOR ADDRESSEE 64 ANALOG INPUTS 
64 81-LEVEL INPUTS 
28 VDC INPUTS 
REMOTE ACQUISITION 14-,._--------1 
UNIT (RAU) NO. 1 HL 2 WIRES FOR OAT A RTN 
32 ANALOG 
DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS 
64 81-LEVEL INPUTS 
28 VDC POWER 
32 ANALOG 
DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS 
6 4 81-L EVEL IN PUTS 
28 VOC POWER 
32 ANALOG 
DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS 
64 BI-L EV EL IN PUTS 








NO. 4 LL 
REENTRY MODULE 
----------------CARGO PROPULSION MODULE 
64 ANALOG INPUTS 
64 BI-LEVEL INPUTS 
28 VDC POWER 
32 ANALOG 
DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS 
64 81-L EV EL IN PUTS 






2 WIRES FOR 
DATA RTN 
2 WIRES FOR 
ADDRESSES 
28 VDC POWER (TWO WIRES) 
COMPUTER INTERFACES FOR ON-BOARD 
CHECKOUT (22 LINES) 
DIGITAL SERIAL INPUTS FROM 
COMPUTER AND TIME REFERENCE 
SYSTEM ( 10 WIRES) 
IRIG NRZ- L CODED DATA (4 WIRES) 
BIT RATE TIMING ( 2 WIRES) 
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
OUTPUTS (4 WIRES) 
GROUND SUPPORT POWER (2 WIRESl 
DIGITAL CONTROL NOTES: 
AND COMBINER DEXTERNAL CONTROL MODE, BIT RATE 
UNIT SELECT, SYNC WOR 0 PROGRAMMING 
It (OCCU) AND FORMAT PROGRAMMING ARE 
HARDWIRED AT DCCU FOR MINIMUM 
CHANGE VEHICLE. 
LL -LOW LEVEL 
HL - HIGH LEVEL 
FIGURE 8 
WIRING REQUIREI•ili.N'fS USING 
REI~TE MULTIPLEXl.NG AND 




.MEAS UREI"lENT REQUIREHB;NTS 
Reentry HoduJ.e Cargo Propulsion 
Channels Channels 
Low Bi- High Lol-l Bi- High 
pubsystem Serial Level Level Level Level Level Level 
Electrical Powar 9 3 lJ 
Guidance 42 9 35 19 
Timing 3 
Communications 5 1 10 
Instrumentation 2 2 4 1 1 2 
Physiological 14 4 
Sequential 11 16 
Environmental 7 2 7 13 6 9 
Propulsion 22 24 7 23 16 2 
Structure 11 5 
EVA 3 
Rendezvous 5 1 7 
TOTAL 45 84 76 64 55 39 13 
TABLE VIII - FLEXIBLE PROGRAM TELEI'1ETRY 
Concept 
* Centralized data combining and rormat control 
~} Remote data multiplexing and digital encoding 
Features 
Reduced program cost and increased £1exibility 
* Lower equipment recurring cost 
~} Software programming for flexibility and economy 
of program cnanges 
i~ Interconnecting party line 
* Easy to add remote acquisition units 
* Suitable ror integrated launch vehicle/spacecraft 
data acquisiti.on 
~- Sui table for interface with on-boa1~d checkout 
and/or epace station 
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data when out of' contact with a ground station. Use of a 
separate recorder f'or voice an.d data .is recommended since 
it provides greater f'lexibility. For example, it is often 
desired to retain voice tapes while data handling/storage 
may be strictly a repeated record and playback process. 
Also. astrona~ts have indicated that they prefer a separate 
scratch pad voice recorder. 
The voice recorder will feature tape cassettes that 
are easy to change even in the event astronauts are in 
pressurized suits. A bandwidth large enough to handle 
digital data or standard subcarrier oscillators frequency 
modulated by biomedical data, in addition to voice is 
desired for increased flex1bility of operation. Advanced 
data recorder developments include modular design, tape 
cassettes, automatic threading, a large n~~er of tape 
speeds, and higher bit packing densities. Modular design 
permits reconfigurati.on of' the transport as either a 
digital or analog recording/reproducing system and facili-
tates recorder trouble shooting, maintenance, a~d rapair 
in orbit. The cassettes and self threading f'eature simpli-
fy tape change procedures and protect the tape during 
storage and handling. Many t~e speeds provide for proper 
handling of a variety of' data such as biomedical, scientific 
experiment, voice, and telemetry data. Table IX is a 
summa~y of data storage f'eatures reco~nended for the 
logistic spacecraft. 
TABLE IX - DATA STORAGE REQUIRE~llii~ 
Re1iable voice and PCM data storage using two separate 
recorders £or flexibilityo 
Data Recorder 
* D~rect drive to eliminate belts, clutches, and 
high speed rotating components 
* Phase lock servo speed control 
* Electronic bufrer dejitter reature 
* Serial data recording for simplicity 
* Capability for fast playback when over ground 
* Three hour record capability 
Voice Recorder 
* Cartridge load by astronaut 
* Three hour record capability 
* Capability ror extra vehicular activity biomedical 
data as required 
* Capability for fast playback when over ground 
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IV. INTERFACE CO Y.JS IDERATIO NS 
By its v·ery natUX'e the telecommunications subsystem 
interfaces with almost every other spacecraft subsystem. 
For example, to apply command signals to monitor the 
subsystem via telemetry. These more routine interfaces 
will not be investigated. Instead the more critical inter-
faces which have greater impact on total. spacecraft systems 
design will be presented. 
A. MECHANICAL INTERFACES 
Antenna selection and location, and equipment J.ocation 
ror maintenance and repair are the two most Lmportant me-
chanical cons:lderations.. Antennas which have to be usable 
after reentry have to date been or the :flush mounted type 
or deployed after reentry. Both mounting techniques pre-
vent localized hot spots at the antenna as well as any 
adverse aerodyn~~c e:f:fects which can be caused by protrud-
ing antennas during reentry. The antennas are located to 
provide a good antenna pattern but removed .from react:t.on 
control jets that could cause overheating o.f the antenna 
sur :face or temporary RF blackout during jet f'irings. Re-
entry temperatures o:f 1900° F (thin wall) can be expected. 
There:for~ the :flush mounted antennas must be made o:f heat 
resistant materials. Thin wal.J. temperature assumes no 
spacecraft or antenna heat sinking capability. By proper 
heat sinking of the antenna to internal structure the maxi-
Dl\Uil 't•mperature,· seen by the antenna C&ll be greatly reduced. 
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A primary factor when loc&t:tng equipmcr;t is >vhether or 
not repairs 1.rill be accorr..plished in ot .. bit. For e. logistic 
spacecraft with fairl.y fast and routine missi.ons repair in 
orbit is not appealir~. Circuit card replacement, and the 
need for sophisticated test equipment to determine the 
:failed cumoonents (not black boxes) is inconsistent with 
performing routine missions. The l1e.rcury and Gemini 
programs have clearly pointed out tne advantage of locating 
equipment for ease of ground installation and removal. 
Mercu~y equipment was internal to tne spacecraft while 
Gemini equipment was external offering much greater ease of 
ground maintenance. With an external equipment location 
the maintenance in orbit is limited to switcning out failed 
units and switching in good units. Nanual or automatic 
means are required to detect tne failed unit. The use of 
extra vehicular activity (EVA) ror equipment replacement 
is not recommended since for a routine logistic mission 
EVA is not desired. For example, it is expected that space 
suits will not be carried on routine near Earth space 
:flights. 
B. SPACECRAFT/SPACE STATION ELECTRICAL INTERFACES 
These interfaces include RF interfaces before docking 
and hardline {wire) telemetry, voice, and caution and warn-
ing interfaces after docking. A spacecraft/space.station 
interface can easily be implemented to transfer spacecraft 
data to tne space station for on-board checkout, display of 
status, or RF data t:ransmission using space station 
f'acil.i ties. 
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The interface configuration of' Figure 9. assumes use 
of a stored prog~am data processor (SPDP) telemetry [7] as 
described in Sect:lon III. Either the spacecraft or space 
station digital control and data combiner unit (DCCU) and 
memory unit can be deenergized. The remote acquisition 
units (RAU} from both the spacecraft and space station are 
tied together and the energized DCCU and memory handle the 
entire data gather~ng !'unction. Only 12 intervehicle wires 
are required using 100 percent wire redundancy. All 
signals on interrace lines are digital. The energized DCCU 
can operate in either the flexible format or external 
control mode. The flexible format mode allows program 
changes to be made via the command system while in :flight. 
In the external control mode the computer controls the 
SPDP program and receives data from the SPDP system. The 
regular telemetry data output is preempted during this 
mode. In the f'le~ble format mode tbe computer also has 
external access to any data channel tied to a remote 
acquisition unit. However. access is through time slots 
(normally idle} preallocated for external access only. 
This configuration offers the following advantages: (a) 
it requires little 1nterf'ace wiring• {b) the computer 
(e.g. ror on-board checkout) is required to interface with 
onl7 one DCCU and (c) all data gathe.re4 f'rom both vehicles 
I ..._ RAU ,-
.. 
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D 16 RAU'S MAXIMUM. 3. FFG - Flexible Format Generator 
FIGURE 9 . - TELEMETRY I.N'rERFACE CONCEPT 
are placed on a single bit stream which allo~1s RF data 
transmission on ~ single RF carrier. 
C. ENVIROl~~ENT InTERFACES 
Spacecra~t crew station gases, equipment heat sinks, 
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normal space environnents, such as temperature and vacuum, 
beating during reaction jet ~iring and reentry, and signal 
attenuation in plasma are the most important environment 
inter~aces. 
1. Crew Station Gases 
Both the Gemdni and Apollo used pure oxygen at reduced 
pressures o~ 3.5 to 5.0 psia. No noticeable di~~erence in 
voice communications occurs due to this reduced pressure 
oxygen atmosphere over what would be expected in normal 
Earth atmospheric pressure and composition. However, use 
o~ certain crew station gases greatly e~~ect speech tones. 
For example, when helium is present in significant amounts 
the speech tones o~ exposed personnel change signiricnntly, 
i.e., the pitch increases. Examination o~ the equations ~or 
natural vibration indicates that the speech ~requencies vary 
in direct proportion to the change in speed of sound in the 
gas environment within the human vocal chambers. The speed 
o~ sound in a gas mixture can be calculated by using [4]: 
v = (PJY~ 
where: 
v = sound velocity in em/sec 
p = pressure of gas mixture in dynes/cm2 
P= mass density o£ gas mixture in grrums/cm3 
r = ratio o£ the speci£ic heat at constant 
pressure to that at constant volume 
The density ~) o£ the gas mixture must be corrected £or 
the speci£ic temperature and pressure condition expected 
to exist at the crew station. That is [8]. 
P =/; 1.o13P x 1o6 2~3 
where: 
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~ = gas mixture mass density at standard temperature 
and pressure in grarosjcm3 
p = pressure of gas in dynes/cm2 
T = temperature of gas mixture in ° K 
The gas mixture (~) is the weighted average of the speci£ic 
heats o£ the gas components, or [8]: 
Y= 1- ~ 
where: 
R = universal gas constant (1.99 calories/moleo K) 
Cv = weighted average o£ the individual gas 
component specific heats at constant volume 
Physical constants o£ gases often considered for use in 
spacecraft are listed in Table X [9]. These constants are 
used in calculating the speed of sound in gas mixtures. 
Table X shows the calculations o£ sound propagation veloci-
ty £or several gas mixtures which have been used or 
propo~ed for use in test v~hicles. Results of test data 
TABLE X - GAS MIXTURE SU.HMARY CHART 
Gas Pressure Temperature Sound Velocity Intensity 
Mixture (P) (T) Propagation Change Level 
Velocity (C) (AC) Change (.!\ W) 
(A) Air 14.7 psia 300°K 3.48xlo4 em/sec. Reference Reference 
·- 78~ Nitrogen (N2) (81°F} (will va:ry (2 • .505xlolO 21~ Oxygen (02) + C/o minus erg/sec/cm2) 
1~ Cal'bon Dioxide 8%} (COz) 
(B) 
lOQ% o2 
15 ps1a 300°K (81°F) 3.J,xl04 em/sec. -5% -0.1 db 
(C) 
100% o2 
5.5 ps1a 300°K (81°F) 3.3x1o4 em/sec. -5% -4.5 db 
(D) 
100% 02 
3.5 ps1a 300°K (81°F) 
3._3x104 em/sec. 
-5% -6.5 db 
.(E) 15 psia Total 300°K 5.95xl04 em/sec. +71% +2,0 db 
75% Helium (He) 11.75 psia He (81°F) 
25% o2 3.15 psia 02 
RESULTS: Not evaluated 
!ABLE X - Continued 
G•a Pressure Temperature Sound Velocity Intensity Mi~tUXte (P) (T) Propagation Change Level 
,' 
Velocity (C) (AC) Change (&W) 
.. 
(P) 7 psia J00°K 4.595xlo4 em/sec. +32% -2.3 db 47% 02 (81°F) S~He 
' :.3% H2o 
RESULTS: No significant degradation of spee ~h 
(G) 5 psia 300°K 3.915x1o4 em/sec. +12% 
-4.3 db 70% 0 (81°F) I 30% Hi 
RESULTS: Expected to be slightly nasal and deformed but intelligible 
(H) 1617 psia J05°K 9.59xlo9 em/sec. +176% +14.1 db 98% He (11 Atmosp.) (90°F) 
2% 02 
RESULTS: Couldn't understand each other for days 
(I) 2060 psia 295°K 7.92xlo4 em/sec. +12tj% +14.4 db 90.8% He (14 Atmosp.) {72°F) 3.6% 02 5.6% N2 
,, RESULTS: No significant degradation of speefh I J- , . 
are included. It appears that tne cross over point of 
usable speech to unintelligible speech lies between sound 
velocity changes f'rom + 32% to + 12C'.1~. :Hore definitive 
research is needed to more closely def1ne intelligibility 
degradation f'or tne various gas mixtures as a function of 
sound propasation velccity. 
2. Microphone Effects 
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Per:f'orrnance o!' spacecrai·t microphones can be afrec ted 
by various breathing gas mixtures because oi· cnane;es in 
sound intensity or pressure and cnanges in noise or voice 
spectrum frequencies. The sound intensity impressed upon 
a microphone is a .function of tne intensity generated at 
the sound source and tne attenuation factor o1· tne gas 
medium. Attenuation in tne gas mediu."n due to low pressure 
is negligible for microphones near tne lips regardless of 
whether the sound source is generated at tne vocal cords 





w = sound intensity 
p = pressure of gas 
.,P = density o1' gas 
in ergs/sec/cm2 
mixture in dynes/cm2 
mixture in grams/cm3 
v = sound velocity in tne gas mixture in em/sec 
Listed in Table X are tr1e int;ensity level cnanges {ll.w) 
from a. standard Earth atmosphere and standard temperature 
and pressure for tne vartous gas mixtures [9]. 
.Al'f = -10 !.og (w HEF') or 10 log 1.-r ..;..;......,.,..,~ 
w H2F 
wherE:: 
~ w = sound intens 1 ty level chane;es in db 
w REF = sound intensity level unde~ reference 
conditions i.e. "normal" air <lt 14.7 
w = sou11d intensity of gas mixture being used 
Voice clippir_g is used in the spacecr•aft to provide a 
fairly constant voice signal to the transmitters ior more 
efficient voice transmission. Without clipping occasional 
voice signal spikes or high intensity wo~ld crutse over 
deviation wh:5.le most of' the tir;1e the full devt.ation capa-
b il i ty of' the channel •,.Jo-.;.ld not ce util i:~ed. 'I'he.refo.re the 
circuit must be adjusted to produce the proper level of 
clipping (12 db used on Gemini, i~finite clipping on 
Apollo). Microphone noise cancellation (discrimination 
capabilities) and microphone frequency response capability 
may be affected by severe frequency shif"G caused by some 
gas mixtures. Hov-wvE:r, in gener·al noise cancellation cr 
frequency response of microphones will not be significantly 
affected. Even a 70 percent shift in the noise spectrum 
(example shown in Figure 10) and the speech spectrum 
(example shown in Figure 11) should not cause signif'icant 
eff'ects when Horking with a noise discrimination and 
microphone frequency response capabilities shown as 
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3. Equioment J::ff'ects 
It is known that certain gases have deleterious 
e.ff'ects on electi•onic equipment. For example, helium gas 
has great penetrating capability due to its low atomic 
number and is thoref'ore often used :for leak detection of 
pressurized electronic packages. Due to its great activity 
it also tends to lealr into electronic tubes making them 
gaseous. Since cathode ray tubes are often used in modern 
computer dl•iven displays compatibility between each tube 
and a helium environment would have to be proven by life-
time tests. 
4. Cold Plate Interfaces ------~----~--~----~ 
Generally active equipment with mediu.'71 to l-arge po:-rer 
outputs and sustained periods of' operation require a cold 
plate with liquid coolant to t•emove heat generated within 
the unit. Examples are RF transmitters, 3F power ampli-
fiers, and telemetry equipment. Generally passive devices 
such as RF multiplexers which can handle several watts of 
power but have a very high efficiency require only passive 
heat sinking. However, .for each piece of equipment one 
must determine the heat generated at the unit (-v.Jatts in 
minus watts out) so that proper methods of heat dissipation 
can be implemented. In general the methods are: 
(1) active cold plate 
(2) passive heat sink {o.ften vehicle structure} 
(3) Use or a low emissivity material on the 
equipment exterior (.for equipment receiving 
·i.lJ.J.desirable heat· from an external source 
a high emissi \·i ty material would have to 
be used). A good radiator is not a good 
reflector and a good reflector is not a good 
radiator. High emissivity w~terials which are 
good reflectors include gold and silver. 
5. Other Physical Eleme~ 
Needless to say all equipment must be designed and 
tested to work properly in all enviro~~ental conditions 
which the equipment is expected to see either on Earth, 
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in space, when operating or when not operating. A typical 
set of equipment enviro!ll11.ental speci1'1catio!!s used on the 
NASA Gemini program is listed in Table XI. 
6. RF Signal Blackout Durin~ Reaction Jet Fi~ins 
Blackout occurs when the transmitting frequency is 
lower than the plasma frequency, F~defined by(:lO]. 
Fe = 8.98 x lo31rc9 
where: 
Fe = cycles per second 
Ce = electron density in electrons per cubic 
centimeter 
There£ore it is desirable to use reaction jet fuels and 
oxidizers that are nearly free of impurities which easily 
ionize such as the rare Earth metals of sodium and potassi-
um. Figure 14 shows the flow field of a 300 to 500 pound 
rocket exhaust plu.1ne. The electron density is constant 
along a constant pressure ratio line, but tne location of 
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TABLEXI- TYPICAL GEHINI ENVIRONrrJEft SPECIFICATIONS 
Environment Range 
Temperature 
-60 to + 160° F 
Pressure 10-9 to 1.5 • .5 psia 
Accele:roation 10.5 G rms 
Shock 15 G 
Acoustic 143 db referenced 
2{10-4) dynes/cm2 
to 
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T leal Electron Density 
for a 00 Pound Reaction 
Contro ?ystem Rocket 
Engine 
Electron Plasma 
Densit' (no/em x 106) Frequency (Megahertz) 
a, 66.32 73.0 
b. 10.90 29.6 
c. 1.87 11.9 
d. ..32 S,l 
e. ,05 2.0 
NOTE: 
a. through e~ ~e constant 
pressure ratio·lines 
. . 
FIGURE 14 - REACTION CO~TROL SYS'J.l.!.!,;M ROCKJ:!;T E~GI.NE EXHAUST PLUME FLOW FIELD 
the (p/pt) constant pressure ratio line \"aries 1-1ith the 
1 tlu•ust. Typical electron densities a.r-e sho·.rJn v-Ti th the 
associated plasma frequency. Transmission stgnals at 
f'requencies below the plasma frequency are blacked O"..lt 
when passing tb~ough the plume. Firing of reaction jets 
is done intermittently for attitude control therefore 
proper 1"'requency selection is required, pa.rticularly 'rlhen 
large thrusters are used. 
7. RF Signal Blackout Durlng Entr~ 
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Continuous communication with the logistic spe.cecr·aft 
is not mandatory for mission success. A point landing at 
a preselected land site is predicated only· or... the comrmni-
cation of' ephemeris data to the spacecraft prior to retro-
grade (not required with autonomous navigation capability), 
and the re-establisb ..... '1'J.e::1.t of the corr;..nmnication link after 
recovery system deployment. However, continuous cor.linuni-
cations are desirable; especially so if a terminal entry 
guidance technique with ground control is implemented. 
Investigation of Gemini flight data usi.ng C-be.nd 
(5'.2 to 5.6 GHz) systems, and of simulated test vehicle 
data. using X-band ( 8 to 12 GHz) syste111s, indicates that 
S-band (2.2 to 2.3 GHz) communications during entry will 
be intermittent, at best. For the Gemini spacecraft, con-
tinuous C-band entry co~munications was maintained on 
several flights, apparently because the vehicle entered at 
an angle o:f attack which caused depletion o:f ablation gases 
in the windward plane, and because the air ionization 
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was insufficient to blackout C-band frequencies. However. 
the ai.t- ionization was sufficient to cause cessation or 
blackout of VEF transmission. The angle of attack and 
windwa.t-d planes are def'ined in Figure 15. 
Spacec.t-aft velocity, altitude, transmitting frequency. 
ablation gases, recombination rates, and angle of attack 
must be considered when investigating blackout effects. 
During entry, spacecraf't kinetic energy is transferred to 
thermal energy in the flow field surrounding the vehicle. 
The energy is sufficient to maintain a relatively high 
ionization in the near wake region. FigUl:'e 16 shows the 
near wake region flow f'ield and the boundary areas. In 
the near wake the ions are not constrained by the space-
c.t-aft and therefore can expand freely. Blackout occurs 
when the transmitting ~requency is lower than the plasma 
frequency, Fe, defined in the previous section. 
For standard VHF frequencies, the transmitting 
frequency is lower than the plasma frequency from tne onset 
of the shock wave around the spacecraft Cat an altitude of 
approximately 320,000 reet) to an altitude of approxLmately 
130,000 feet where the velocity drops below about 10,000 
feet per second. For S-band signals, the transmitting 
frequency is greater than the plasma frequency for the 
entire earth orbital entry. Thus blackout of an S-band 
signal will not occur due to air ionization alone. 
However, an<add1t1ona1 cons1deration is the abletion 
< • 
. ' - . . 
gases . tlu.lt ar• injected. tn~o the .1"low tield (11]. These 
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gases introduce easily ionizable metals and cause higher 
ionization levels than those due to the air ionization 
alone. The nblation-generated ions also recombine much 
slo..,er than the atmospheric gases, and thus maintain their 
per~entage or ionization in the near wake region where a 
significant amo~~t of the air ions have recombined. 
Initial analysis of a Gemini entry indicates that both 
C-band and S-band signals would be blacked out because of 
the ablation gases. However, examination of Gemini C-band 
signal strength records indicate tnat radio transmission 
cessation or blackout did not occur on most flights. This 
app::trent discrepancy can be explained by angle of' attack 
considerations and the fact that the initial Gemini 
a~alysis was restricted to the leeward plane of the flow 
f'ield. 
Because of the cross flows that result from an angle 
of attack, the ablation gases do not distribute themselves 
evenly around the circumf'erence of the wake but instead 
f'low towards the leeward plane. Also, the shock at the 
base i.n the wind\.;ard plane is weaker than the shock for 
zero angle of attack. Both of these factors cause a mini-
mum electron concentration region in the windward plane, 
which therefore appears as. an 'electromagnetic window' for 
RF transmission. This window, however, is only a small 
faction of the total wake circ~~erence. 
\fhen the plasma electron collision frequency is low, 
the plasma does not absorb but only reflocts electt•omag-
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netic en.ergy. For this case {F'c > tran,~m:U;;ting .frequency) 
a conducting sheet is a good plasma ~irrmls.to.r. uslng these 
f'acts, an experiment was per.formeC. to dett:::rmine the effects 
of a transmission window in the f'lov.r f'ield ')n the vehicle 
antenna pattern. A vehicle wa~3 simulated by usi.n.g 1;l cylin-
der having nn open-ended X-band wa.vesuide e .. s the antenna. 
Figm"e 17 shows the antenna pat tern :'o.t" this rn:::>del wi tb.out 
plasma inter.ference. The .flow field geometry was then 
simulatee by completely enclosing tne vehicle model with a 
second metal cylinder; which had an open slot 60 degrees 
wide at the top. The slot ran tne length o.f tt1e oute.r cyl-
inder. The outer cylinder was held severai "lnches :frcm the 
vehicle model, forming a large cavity type !'i'lg:Lon te s imu.-
late the fact that the plasma is not in contact with the 
vehicle in the region o:f tne antennas. Tht3 radia.tl.ng 
pattern aperture was aligned 90 degrees to the window. The 
resulting antenna pattern f'or tnis config'.J.ration is 3hown 
in Figure 18. The pattern is omnidirectional with nwne~ous 
f'luctuations in power level. 
It is concluded that f'or low orbit entry velocities, 
contact with the entering spacecra.ft can generally be 
maintained, usir~ an S-band system. However, co~~unic~tions 
may be intermittent, as a. r-esult o1~ fluctuations in signal 
strength as snown in Figure 18. 
A detailed .flow f'ield analy31s would be required to 
detet~mi.ne Lf blackout occurs for superorbi tal missions. 
Howeve.r, a conservative estimate f'or the cessation of 
FIGURE 17 - RADIATION PATTERN WIThOUT PLAS.tvlA SIIvfULATION 
FIGtJRE 18 - RADIATION PATTERN WITH PLASMA SilvfiJLATION 
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blackout can be made by comparing the advance logistic 
spacecrart superorbital trajectory with a Gemini orbital 
entry trajectory as shown in Figure 19. When the super-
orbital mission altitll.de-velocity parameters are comparable 
to an Earth orbital entry. radio blackout will generally 
cease. 
D. ASTRONAUT INTERFACES 
Astronaut interfaces are with the control panel for 
control functions. and with the voice center for voice 
communications during all mission phases including cargo 
unloading and docking. Communications with the Earth and 
space station will be a routine ope~ation therefore it is 
desirable to eliminate repetitive astronaut functions by 
use or automatic techniques whenever practical. Automatic 
techniques include ground generated commands and on-board 
autonomous and automatic operation. Typical ground gener-
ated commands include activation of tape reeorders and 
transmission links for playback of data when over a ground 
station. update or telemetry rormat for obtaining desirable 
data at the ground, and general switching of function which 
require change or status. On-board automatic techniques 
include voice operated relay for turning on voice equipment 
(push-to-talk used as backup), and automatic antenna 
switching circuitry to keep an antenna receiving adequate 
RF energy connected to receiver/trans~tter section for all 
attitudes . or. the spacecraft .• 
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Voice communications capabi11ty is recommended in the 
Section III voice subsystem descript~on. This capability 
must be provided in a manner that gives the astronauts a 
large capability fo~ voice communications with acceptable 
physical constraints. 
E. MISSION OPERATION INTERFACES 
The operati.ons at the ground and space station must 
be compatible with the operations .at the spacecraft far a 
successful mission. Operational plans for all locations 
must form a conti.guous and workable plan. Interface 
ractors include number. location. and capability of ground 
stations; recovery craft capability; synchronous orbit 
relay location and capability. and capabilities of space 
station equipment. The number. location. and capability of 
ground stations over which spacecraft will pass on its 
orbital flight i~luences the on-board storage capacity 
requirement. t~acking accuracy. and general operations. 
Storage capacity and tracking accuracy are both a function 
or time over the ground station. Data storage dump rates 
must be fast enough to dump all data collected. during the 
brie£ overflight or ground station visibility areas. 
Tracking must occur for a minimum time over each station 
to obtain enough data for smoothing (e.g. 10 seconds to 
2 minutes). Exact tLme required for good readings depend 
on, 'the math modul.:& .used. Also orbit· ·ephemeris· data 
. . .. :: . .. •' ·.· .· ,·. ,. · ... '.,·, ... ·:· '. •( . ·. ·. .... . ., .·• «-~4 .tl:-oa'• ,,a~l•·,.s.~ai;!,O.Q. .palia 1.• Yflr'7. J.naccurate; 
.,. • ••• ••• • ' ,. • 0 _.. •• • •' 
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thererore multiple station passes are desired. Certain 
orbit emphemeris errors propagate in.to larger errors as a 
:function o:f time (e.g. velocity error propagate into large 
position errors). Thererore :frequant spacecrart position 
and velocity updates are required. 
Recovery cra:ft capability determdnes what electronic 
recovery equipment is carried on-beard and how it is used 
arter an emergency landing. The pr-ime mode of landing in 
the ruture will most likely be 18.JI£l landing at a selected 
site which may require separate ground (or perhaps on-
board) terminal landing systems :for term1nal guidance o:f 
the spacecra:ft. It is anticipated however. that the on-
board communications equipment used in orbit will satis£y 
descent communications requirements or voice and tracking 
(also telemetry and command i:f req~ed). 
F. LAUNCH VEHICLE IN'th"'RFACES 
The main inter:faces between ~e communications equip-
ment and the launch vehicle are tne interface of' common 
communications equipment, acoustical. noise. and vibration. 
The trend in space vehicles is to¥ard the use or a Big Dumb 
Booster with an integral 1nsertioD stage (see Table XII). 
The integral insertion stage consists of a :final booster 
for orbit insertion, and tne spacecraft or payload. The 
integral insertion stage provides propulsion when in orbit 
and is retrograded and ianded on 'Barth as a. contiguous 
t1na:1 booater/apacecra.tt~. '!'able DI. ·~•• tauLt t.het-'e w1l.1 
TABLE XII - BOOSTER TRENDS 
.. r= r'ar·-F-'u_t_ur __ e-------------~ 
~o~---------------+-----------·· .. --------ft---------------~ Present Near Future 
* Separate booster stages 
* Each booster stage has 
own teleco111rnunica t ions 
equipment 
-:~ Few interfaces among 
booster stages and space-
craft coJMlllnic at ions 
t 
!Advantages--Disadvantages 
-1:- I"~lax:tmum equipment 
-:~ Max imu.m c o e t 
* Beat reliability 
~~ Minirr.1um intElrvehicle 
interfaces 
~~ Minimum equipment 
recovered for reuse 
* Separate booster stages 
~' Booster star,es have minimal 
telecommunications equipment 
-l~ Telecommunications .rnostly 
located in and cont1•olled 
from spacecraft 
~:· Moderate equipment 
~~ Modet•ate cost 
( -lr Good rel iab 11 i ty 
I 
~:- Maximum intepvehicle 
interfaces 
-:~ Modet•o. te equi.pment recovered 
for reuse 
-l~ Separate launch boos tt-)l' 
* Integral inuertion 
stags used for orbit 
in:H!rtion 
-i} Telecornmunications 
mostly located in Hnd 
controlled from inte-
gral insertion stage 
~:- Minimum equipment 
~~ Hinimmn cost 
* Good reliability 
* Moderate intervehicle 
interfaces 
<{i- Haximum equipment 




be a greater number o£ intermodule interfaces for the ne~~ 
and far .t'uture trends. 
The recent application o£ digital data transfer tech-
niques to central control systems with remote acquisition 
and distribution units allows intervehicle data trans-
mission with little chance of data degradation. Telemetry 
data is acquired and digitally encoded at each remote unit. 
The digital data is transmitted on a party line to the 
central unit f'or transmission to the ground. The central 
unit which has flexible external programming capability, 
also determines what channel should be sampled and the 
sampling rate. Command data and voice data can be handled 
similarly on the same party line. A central unit receives, 
detects. and distributes encoded command and voice data to 
f'inal command and voice decoders located in each module 
requiring voice and command data. Exceptions would be the 
co~nd destruct system on booster stages which would 
remain separate since this is a very specialized system 
which requires high security and ultra high reliability. 
An example of' an integrated electx-onlcs concepts which 
uses a common data bus fox- transfer or data between most 
spacecraft systems is shown in Figure 20. 
Acoustical noise and vibration levels of the booster 
will determine expected noise and vibration level at each 
telecommunications equipment location. From these levels 
need for shock mount1ng and/or baffllag is deter~ned. 
. ;; .· .:~ : " .. '· 
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G. GROVND EQUIPMENT I!f.fERFACES 
The telecommunications s7stem-design is almost always 
constrained by use or existing ground equipment. However, 
new ground equipment is required when moving to a new less 
crowded rrequency band or to a band with capacity for wider 
bandwidth channels. Ground equipment is very expensive and 
is capable of serving multiple programs since it is gener-
ally flexible. Ground stations can generally handle 
multiple frequenc~es, operate over a wide range of RF power 
levels, demodUlate various carrier and subcarrier modu-
lation schemes, operate at various bit rates, and can display 
and reduce various types of data in various ways. Space-
borne equipment must normally be selected to be compatible 
with existing ground station equipment: frequency of 
trans~itters; bandwidth of transmitted spectrum; type of 
subcarrier modulation e.g. PSK, PM, FSK, FM, AM; RF power 
of transmitted signal; type of data format and synchroni-
zation; and data rates. 
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V. DESIGN 
A. RF LINK DESIGN 
RF link design ror unified systems requires selection 
of carrier and subcarrier frequencies, subcarrier band-
widths, modulation types ror carriers and subcarriers, 
modulation indices for the subcarriers, ranging technique, 
ranging waveforms, bandwidths of carrier and ranging code 
phase locked tracking loops, interw~diate frequency band-
widths, transmitter RF power outputs, and antenna gains. 
A signal margin analysis is required to make certain that 
adequate signal to noise ratios exist Ln the RF telecom-
munications links by accounting for all RF signal gener-
ators, power gains, power losses, and noise in the 
channels. 
Unified systems to date have usad S-band (2100 to 
2300 I.ffiz) carrier frequencies, consequently existing ground 
station equipment is also S-band. Tbe usual center 
frequency spacing for S-band channels is 5 MHz but for 
wide band data a 10 or 20 I•ffiz spacing can be used. With a 
5 MHz center frequency spacing, sidebands are kept within 
! 2 MHz· of the carrier to allow a 1 MHz guardband between 
adjacent RF channe1s. 
Subcarrier center frequencies are selected to maintain 
acceptable levels of sideband interference between the 
subcarriers. The subcarriers selected on two existing 
uni:f'1ed S-band syatems. are tabulated tn Table XIII with thetr 
pSte•ci•t_.ct1on bandwidth [12]. 
as 













Tracking Code or Subcarrier 
Center Frequency 
Interrogator to Transponder 
Voice - 30 KHz (FM) 
Data - 1.25 MHz (FM) 
Command - 2 KHz, 80 KHz, 
1. 024 !'1Hz (FM) 
Tracking - 500 -KHz code 
Transponder to Interrogator 
Voice - 1.25 MH~ (FM) 
Telemetry - 1.024 Mliz (P~I) 
Other Data - 1.7 MH~ (FM) 
Tracking - 500 KHz code 
Interrogator to Transponder 
Voice - 30 KHz (FM) 
Command - 70 KHz (FM) 
Tracking - 500 KHz code 
Transponder to Interrogator 





2.2 KHz .fo%' 80 
KHz subcar%'ier 
up to 1.8 MHz * 
27KHz 






1.7 MHz * 
22KHz 
Telemetry - 1.024 MHz (PM) 350 KHz ~~ 
Tracking - 500 KHz code 1 Hz 
~~ Transponder range code :filter bandwidth. 
~* Speci:fied :for telemetry bit rate of 102,400 bits/sec. 
Figm .. es 21 and 22 show the spectrum design ~or the 
Apollo unified S-band sy-stem C12J. These spectra point 
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out that the interrogator to transponder subcarriers are 
not filtered out at tne transponder s~nce filtering would 
degrade the tracking waveform more than the presence of the 
subcarriers. The rel.ati vely wideband tel.em.etry subc&l"rier 
is placed near tne null in the ranging code- spectrum to 
minimize interference between the ~nging code and tele-
metry. The rangLng code spectrum DUll is a distance of two 
times the ranging code frequency from. tb.e RF c&l"rier (Fe). 
The tran.sponder to interrogator subearriers have pref'er-
ential location in the spectrum. siDce this link has less 
gain than the interrogator (ground) to transponder (space-
craft) link. This is because tne ground is capable of' 
transmitting 10 KW of power while tne spacecraft has less 
than 25 watt transmitters. The spacecraft could not 
generate 10 KW of CW power without severe weight penalties. 
Much f'lexibil.ity exists in location or the subcarriers 
and ranging code in relation to tb.e carrier. An example of 
a suggested interspacecraf't ranging and communications link 
spectrum is shown in Figure 23. A range code spectrum re-
sulting f'rom a range code modulatlmg a $00 KHz subcarrier 
is shown. The ranging code .frequency must be lower than f'or 
Apollo to keep tne energy withLn an allocated S MHz channel. 
Reduced ranging code .frequency meaas reduced ranging accu-
rac,- but tne sidebands are .near to the .$00 KHz subcarrier to 
m1~W•• tt'l~erf"eHace-'Ws.tb tbe ot~ aubearz.-1era. A narrow 
Carrier 
I 
fc - ~ MHZ 
'£0 = Center Frequency 
. ~Voice Subcarrie~ 
.f/ Command Subcarrier 
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fc + l·MHz Frequency 
FIGURE 22 - TRANSPONDER TO I1""rERROGAi'OR SFECTRUivl DESIGN 
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Range Code Spectrum 
Subcarriers 
I 
fc - 500 KHz 
f 0 = Center Frequency 
FIGURE 23 - INTERSPACECRAFT LINK SPECTRUM 
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ranging code ~pectrum allows a narrow range co{e filte~ 
bandwidth at the transponder \IThich improves ranging signal 
to noise ratios or increases distance or ranging capability. 
Phase reodulation is generally selected for tne carrier 
since it of'f'ers a 3 db improvement in signal to noise over 
frequency modulation and it has a carrier component at all 
tlmes for ~~e selected modulation indices. The carrier 
component is used by the tracking ante.P..nas.. Phase locked 
loops are used to track tne carrier both on-board and at 
the ground stations. The phasa locked loops prov~des 
coherent operation since local oscillator and transmit 
frequencies are a multiple of the received carrier frequen-
cy. That is, the received carrier frequ&ncy is used to 
derive the transmitter carrier frequency. 
Figures 24 and 25 provide an exa.mple structU!'e of' an 
interrogator and transponder f'or a unified systera. 'I'his 
structure will be used in the remainder or tn1s paper. 
1. Ranging Code Design[l3, lu] 
Ranging code investigation will be li~~tDc tc the 
pseudo random noise (PRN) raP~ing code tecnnique which 
al;t.ows direct range and doppler measurements. The PRN code 
is a continuous but periodic binary waveform consisting of 
'ones• and •zeros• which provides a sin x/x power spectrum 
centered at the carrier frequency for direct carrier modu-
lation or at a subca.rrier frequency wnen tne PRN code 
modulates a subcarrier. See Figures 21 through 23. The 
ranging code generated at the inter~ogator modulates the 
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Bandwidths required tc determine system RF signal margin are lettered. Values for 
the Manned Space Flight Network (JiiSFN) for Apollo are: 
( AAAA ) = 4 Iv"ill z 
(BBBB) =- 180 KHz (350KHz required for 102.4 K bit data rates) 8.5 db SNR required (DDDD) = 24 KHz, 8 db SNR required 
( QQQ.'~) = 1 Hz, 32 db SNR required 
{RRRR) = 700 Hz, 12 db SKR required 
FIGlmE 24 - INTERROGATOR RECEIVER STRUCTURE 
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FIGURE 25 - TRANSl'ONDER RECEIVER STRUCTURE 
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carrier. Then it is transmitted to the transponder where 
after detectlon and f'iltering it is retransmitted to the 
interrogator. At tne interrogator receiver tne received 
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or ret1.1rneo. eode is correlated with the local cede 
initially transmitted by the interrogator. The phase shift 
required to align tne local code and tne received code is 
a measure o1~ the propagation tiine to the t:;.rge t a.nd back 
and tnerefore a measure of round trip range. The ranging 
recei-v-er tracks the returned signal and tne phase neasuring 
device operates continuously providing a continuous real 
time measure or range. 
Desirable properties o1' the ranging code are Cl3, 14:J: 
(1) The overal1 code periodicity must be greater 
than the maximum round trip time of' the code 
from interrogator to transponder to interrogator. 
This prevents ambiguous results. 
(2) A detectable, fixed, high frequency 
periodicity within the overall code to 
provide a high resolution or precision 
of measurement. 
(3) Characteristics of a two level autocorre-
lation .function with only one relative 
position yielding maximum correlation. All 
other relative positions or tne code with 
itsel.f yields a uniformly low correlation. 
(4) Nearly balanced number of ones and zeros 
for balanced sideband power. 
(5) The digit pel"iod m•1st be stort enough to 
provide the desired resolution. Tha shorter 
the digit period the .finer ti'le resolution. 
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Codes can be designed by combining s9veral repetitive 
shortet• sub cedes bit by bit provided each sub code bas a 
- two level autocorrelation function like that required .for 
the combin~d code. Also, a. single code cs.r.. ba genera. ted. 
A single code requires longer correlation times ~t the 
receiver but less code generation circuitry if the code is 
short. Using subcodes with lengths 2, ll, arY.:i 23 r·esul ts 
in a combined code length o1' 2 x 11 x 23 or .506 bits. At 
the receiver the combined code compor:"Snts can be acquired 
individually :i.n turn. This reduces the number of' corre-
lation readings to 2 + 11 + 23 or 36 from 506 for s. ei.ngle 
$06 bit code. Only 11 + 23 or 34 correlation ~eadings are 
required if the 2 bit subcode is acq~ired by a separate 
phase locked loop in the ranging receiver. 
Sequential acquisition o1' the re·cei ved subcodes 
reduces the number oi' relative phase posi t!ons of the 
transmitted and received codes that can produce direct 
aLt.gnment or ma.."l(imuro cross cor·relation of the two codes. 
Fo~ example, after acquiring only the 2 bit code 253 {506/2) 
possible relative phase positions that can produce direct 
alignment of the trs.nsmitted and received code ~emain to be 
checked. Similariy after acquiring both the 2 bit and 11 
bit codes only 23 possible relative phase positions or the 
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codes that cou..ld ;:-roC.uca dir0ct alicmr.ent re.ma!.n to be 
checked. After tne 23 bit code is acquired the transmitted 
and received code-s are aligned in phase. 'I'he relative 
phase shift requii·ec to align the received ano transmitted 
codes in phase is a me ::1sure of range. 
The sub cedes are ::!ombined in accordance Hi th a Boolean 
expression~ T;.e expression for tne combined code used in 
Apollo is [14]: 
code = x • CL + x( (A • B + B • C + A • C) $CL) 
where: 
CT = code CC·-7.l.'Jonent of' length 2 bits 
.l..J 
X = code c o::nt=: onent 01' length 11 bits 
A = code ~ o.:rJ.I_:. onent oi"' length Jl bits 
B = code cor::;: one n t o1' lencth 63 bits 
,., 
= code cor:.ponent of' length 127 bits I.J 
• = Boolean ., and 11 
+ = Boolean nor" 
e = Boolean exclusive or 
Boolean nnot" 
The minimurr~ len(;t!:::::. of' the code required is found frorr.: 
M = BR 
c 
where: 
Ivi = m:l.nirnu.rn code leng~h in bits 
B = code bit rate in bits/sec 
R = range in meters 
C = velocity of light in meters/sec 
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The~ :t'aster the code bit rate (B) the .finer the runge 
measuring res:Jlution obtainable; but a greatel:· number ol.' 
bits are required in tt.i.e code. The entire ::ode, however,. 
is only req·.;.ired 'to obtain an initial range reading. vn~e 
the initial range reading is obtained the doppler shift of 
a clock signal (part of' code which consists of square 
wave), or or' the RF carrier, or ot' the tracking code sub-
carrier is used to continually update this range measur·e-
ment. The higher f're~uencies of these signal~ and the 
measurement o1"' doppler shift results in a finer resolution 
of the range measurement. Use of a clock signal (clock 
part of' code only) lo,~rers the required sideband power and 
limits the spectral distribution or: the rangi.ng code since 
otner part3 of tha cede need not be transmitted after code 
acquisition. The determination of' total range is based on 
the relationship: 
rot • Rt = R 0 + Jn Rd.t 
or in expanded form: 
rt . 
Rt = N0 r + d + Jo Bdt 
where: 
Rt = total round trip range in mete1,s 
N0 = initial number of clock code periods (r) 
which the received code is delayed from 
the t~ansmitted code 
r = range code clock period 
d = f'ractiona.l amot.mt of' r 
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t ·- time fro~11 ini·ciation of :-anging 
.. 
R = rar~e rate of received clock code, 
carrier o!' sub carrier 
• Doppler processes are used to obtain d snd R therefore the 
entire range code is only needed to measure H0 • 
2. System Ac:::misi tion Tine 
Communications between a transmitter and receiver 
requires time, spatial, frequency, and code acquisition. 
Spatial acquisition requires that eitner omnidirectional 
antenna coverage is provided or that an ante~a beam scan-
ning capability is used. Frequency acquisition requires 
that receiver local oscillator frequencies be scanned to 
acquire the received .frequency; conversely, the transn~itter 
frequGncy can be scanned. The received freq~ency is 
generally not precisely known because of the unknown amou....'1.t 
of doppler shift. The worst case doppler shift (Af) 
between an orbiting spacecraft in circular ::Zarth orbit and 
the Earth is approximately expressed by: 
Af' 
where: 
= doppler frequency shift in Hertz 
= transmitter carrier frequency in Hertz 
B = elevation angle o.f' range vector with 
respect to horizon in deerees 
c = velocity of' RF propagation, 9.83 x 108 ft/sec 
R = mean radius of Earth, 20.92 x 106 reet 
Ge =gravitational co.astant of Earth's surface, 
1.408 x 1olb rt3/sec2 
h = spacecraft orbital altitude in ~eet 
Ve =velocity of Earth's rotation, 1,520 f~/sec 
at the equator 
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For a 300 nauti.cal mile orbit and a five degree antenna 
elevation angle (above horizon) the l"'..aximum doppler shi.ft 
expected at frequencies in the 2300 }~z range is .! 122 KHz. 
A 700 liz carrier thresnold loop band~idtb (like used fc~ 
the Apollo) will handle this magnitude o:f doppler frequency 
shift and should serve as a good approxiroaticn in system 
design. 
Code acquisition time or time of system lock up is a 
function o1' the search rate of: the pseudo randcm noise 
generator in the receiver. Search rate and noise bandwidth 
are :ftL."lctions oi' the tracking loop filter bandwidth which 
precedes the phase locked loop voltage control oscillator 
(VCO). A VCO is an oscillator whose output frequency is 
a function o1' the input voltage level. Code e.cquisi tion 
times of 5 to 30 seconds are typical. 
3. Hultipath 
Using omnidirectional antennas at tne spacecraft and 
at the space station will result in a direct, as well as an 
indirect (or multipath) signal being received during inte~­
vehic1e corrmur1ications. However, a earrier signal phase 
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modulated by a pseudo random noise (PRN) sequence with 
symbol duration less than the minimwamulttpath delay 
(which is the case for two vehicles in Earth orbit and 
reflection from the Earth) is a nearly ideal waveform for 
rejecting multipath inter.ference. The intersymbol inter-
ference can be virtually eliminated. because the indirect 
s1.gnal l-1111 be uncorrelated with the direct signal, 
providing that the period of the PRN code is greater than 
the maximum multipath delay. Although the receiver may 
acquire the indirect path signal the probable fading of 
this signal (to below threshold) w111.cause the direct 
signal to be acquired. Thus a long acquisition time which 
is not desirable £rom an operational point of view does 
provide some desirable antimultipath interference proper-
ties. Other characteristics or .factors o.f the intervehicle 
ranging link which help suppress multipath e.f~ects are the 
use of circular polarized antennas, the use of an unsubcoded 
pseudo random noise range code, and optimum placement of the 
spacecraft antennas. Waveforms reflected from the Earth 
change polarization sense and amplitude as a function of 
reflection angle [4). For example• above the Brewster 
angle there is almost a complete reversal of polarization 
sense. Therefore, very little of the energy transmitted 
f'rom a right hand polarized antenna and reflected from the 
Earth will be accepted by a right haDd circular polarized 
receiver antenna due to the polarization reversal. An 
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v.nsu.tcoded F'R1r code re:sul ts in· a more distinct ::=harp auto-
correla<:i;:,n f'unction which is desired 'to suppress re1~lected 
signals. Corre~t placer.1ent of the antenna.'3 a.I!d optirr.;,u .. rn 
spacecr::tft attituC.e can reduce tho multipath signal ampli·-
tude by ~ininizing reception or signals reflected from the 
vehicle itself and by .:ninimizing the energy directed toward 
the Earth. 
4. Sy~te~ SensitivitJ 
The noi2e figure of· the first receiver stage is the 
main factor i.n receiver s;srstem threshold or sensitivity. 
The noise fisure cf the first receiver stage should there-
1'ore be as low as practical. The conve1•sion factors f'r·o.:n 
noise 1'i.gure (F) 'to noise temperature (IJ~) is [16]: 
T === ( F - 1) 2 90 
whe::-e: 
F -·-noise figure (as a ratio) 
T - degrees Kelvin 
or: 
T = (1og10 -1(~~) - 1) 290 
where: 
NF = noise figure in dec:tbels 
T = degrees Kelvin 
Two models for system noise tempe~ature are shown in 
Figures 26 .e.nd 27 and the general rules for determining 
system n.Dise temperature are listed in Table XIV. Di1"fer-
ences in the noise temperature equations are due to 








System no5.se tempera.tU!'es at the in~:ut to the oreamolifier {T-::-) and at the re;ceivel:• IF amplifier ('.r~:--::-) are: . 
and 
or 
G p T~:- = T-;:,..;:- == noise temperature as seen a. t the 
receiver IF amplifier. noise i~rmrovement 
f'actor must be- adcieci f'or certain. to;-pes 
of' modulation. v-
where: 
TA = sky temperature seen by the antenna in degre~s 
Kelvin 
== noise te.11pera ture of prea.!V.pl1.fier and 
receiver respectively in degrees Kelvin 
G p == gain o.f pre ampl ifie1• (as a ratio) 
..;:- and ..;H:- = noise temperature ref·ere.nce points 
FIGURE 26 - SYSTEM HOIS~ T3!.'1PERATUR.S HODELS -
N"""&LECTING Lil·J.2 LOSSl1:S 
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System n.') ise ter:..pera tur€ s at the out-;:ut of the antenna (T{<·) 
and at tne receiver IF amplifier (T-:-z.-::-) are: 
or: 
TAGp + (Ll - l)TlGP + 
LlL2 L2Ll 
= noise temperatu.,':'e a.s seen at the 
receiver r:·' a.:-1plifiar, Noise 
improvement factor must. be added 
for certain types of modulat:i.(:.!l. 
where: 
TA"" T1 , Tp, T2 and TR = noise temperature in degrees 
• Kelvin 
Gp =gain of preamplifier (as a ratio) 
L1 and L 2 = loss ratios (>l) 
GT0TAL = Gp/Ll I,2 
i~ a.nd ->H:- ::: noise ternperatm .. e reference points 
FIG-t.'RE 27 - SYSTEi": I-J.:;ISE TZl·iP1:."3ATUS:2 EODELS -
INC:WUDII·JG LIH.:!: IJOSSES 
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TABLE XIV - ~ITOISE '.rEHY£'RATURE RULES 
1. Pick location o1' the system noise temperature reference 
point arb1 trarily. 
2. Relate noise temperatures o1' each component input to 
location o!' noise temperature reference point. 
a. For each device which is on left or tne 
reference point multiply noise temperature 
of device by all power gains and by ~1.~1~-­
osses 
in path bet\-Teen device input and noise 
temperature reference point. 
b. For each device wnich is on right of the 
reference point divide temperature of 
device by all power gains and by 
in path between device input and 
1 
losses 
noise temperature reference point. 
c. All gains and losses are in ratio form. 
3. Effective input noise temperature or a matched 
attenuator (Ti1Ae) is: 
TMAe = (L ~ 1 )'rHA 
where: 
L = loss ratio { > 1) 
TMA = temperatt~e of matched attenuator (290 
degrees Kelvin for room temperature) 
10!~ 
Fo1:> init5.al er:tgineering a simple noise t€mperatt~e 1:·:odel 
is selected to simplify calculations ~li thout significantly 
changi.~:,.:; the fi::1al conclusiona. For the he.rdware design 
phase the r:wdel can be made more co~,;Jle.:c by accounting for 
all system elements and ·oy accounting .fo.1:• noise te!llperature 
va.:t•ying Hi th the RF signal le·..re1 [17]. 
Noise figures or 5 to 6 db represent the state-of-the-
art for S-band (2100 to 2300 l·lliz) r•eceiver prearr.plifiers 
used prior to the .::nixer stage. The noisl3 bandwidth and 
system noise temperature at the same reference point. are 
used to calculate system noise power. That is: 
N == KT-r:cB 
-"'-' 
where: 
N = noise po-...rer in Hatts 
K = Boltz~ans constant 
T-., = effective system noise te111perature at 1:!. 
the reference point in degrees Kelvin 
B = bandwidth at reference point in Bertz 
5. S -tgnal to Noise Ratio Margin C or.-1-o1.l·~er l) r·,c:r_rar;J. -~-----·---
Several mathematical moc~_els are avaii.s.ble to ar:alyzl3 
the quality (signal to noise conditions) of' a unif'ied 
S-band system. These are: 
(1) J. P. Hill ~,Iodel 
(2) w. D. V.Tynn !,lodel ( i'iodifted Hill Hodel) 
( 3) N. w. Schroeder No del 
The N. w. Schroeder Hodel [18] is the neTr:est, the most 
comprehensive, and the r.10st accurate. Jt sLnplifies the 
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transponder to interrogator express:ton stnce only one term 
instead or tnree need to be evaluated. 
Coruplexi ty o1' RF link signal to noise margin equations 
maJ{es a computer program invaluable for t-1F link analyses. 
Therei'ore, the Sct-J.I>oeder Hodel has been :-earrar.ged and 
expanded to provic.e computer con:putation ot,. system signal 
to noise ra:tios. The logical flo'lll' d::Lagram for tne computer 
program is shown in Figure 28 and the complete program is 
shown in Appendix A. Appendix B is a sequential listing 
(signal flow order) of primary link rr£rgin relationsnips 
used in tne computer program. Appendix B includes tne input 
and output variables, nomenclature and algorithms, U!lits 
and signs, rema1~ks, and a place to insert the input and 
computed variable values. Appendix B is i~cluded to 
show the major steps in the signel to noise margin analyses 
procedure without having to use the computer program. 
Appendix C l~sts tne supporting link margin analysis 
equations used in the co:nputer progra:n and in Appendix B. 
The model used has been expanded to include solu~lon 
ror one subcarrier modulation index assuming a second sub-
carrie!• modulation index has been given. E'.J.Uations l 
through 12 in Appendix C develop tnis expansi.on of' ·:;he 
model. Also, a model for ~etermining system noise temper-
ature given noise ~igures, temperatures, RF losses, and RF 
gains ~or tne system components has been added. Equations 
18 and 19 in Appendix C are tne noise te~perature equations 




Calculate Signal to 
Noise Ratio in Wide-
band Loop (Transponder/ 
Trans p r-n:.::d~e::;.:r!::.-.:----,--c::~ l (2) 
Calculate 
Sub carrier No. 1 
Signal l:CJ.rg in 
Calculate 







(1) Calculate transponder parameters 
tne first time tr~ougn the 
subroutine and interrogator 
parameters the second time 
through tne subroutine. 
(2) First pass path. 
(3) Second pass path. 




Sub carrier. i'Io .. L~ 




Ca 1 c ~i~ ~;--·-----] 
Carrter 
Signal 1-larg in 
't -
End 
FIGURE 28 - LOGIC_-lli FLmv DIAGRAT'l FJR R2 SIGNAL 
HARG IN ANAL::! SIS CJi>fr>U'J'.2Ii. PROG.R.Ai~ 
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po't-rer level3, antenna gains, and .::nodtua t1cn in.dlces 
required .for a coherent U..."'lif'ied l'l-1 co:n.."Tlunications system 
with two interrogator tc transponder s-abcarriers, two 
transponder to interrogator subcarriers, and a tlvO way 
pseudo random noise tracl{ing code. Use o.t' a turn around 
transponder system is assumed. The program. can however be 
modi!~ied i'or other system models. 
The program input variable3 listed in Appendix D 
include RF circuit losses, signal to noise ratios required, 
noise temperatures, RF power outputs, ga~ns, frequencies, 
noise :figm"e s, and bandwid th.s which can be acnie,red in 
system design. Also, modulation indices for two subc&rrl-
ers and tha tracking code are inputs. Subcarrier modu-
lation indices are selected for one subcarrier in the 
interrogator to transponder RF Jink and :for one subcar:::-ier 
in the transponder to interrogator R.? lin~. ·rhe modulation 
index f'or tne other subcarrier in eacn of' taese links is 
calculated in tne program. Initial select~on of' subcarrier 
modulation indices involv·3S educ&ted guesRes base.:! on 
experience and pPevious programs [ l.:J.. 
All inputs are placed into tae computer by a separate 
data list. An example is shown in Appendix E. Inputs in 
the computer list u.ust have the sequential order, the 
algebraic sign, and the units shown in tne input variabl~ 
list o:f Appendix D. The input variab!es in tne computez• 
list (Appendix E) are requested by the main program 
(Appendix A) :for program execution. 
Appendix F is an exa!nple output using t11.e inputs of 
Appendtx E. After tne first program run ::;ne outputs 
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XMMLAl t.r..rough XfJ:;1LA4 st1ou.ld be checked to ver11'y that they 
are positive. These outputs estimat~ the maximum modu-
lation loss allowed {in db) for subca~riers 1 through 4. 
For example, n1.odulatJ..on loss for a subcarrier X is defined 
as the ratio or total RF power received to req~ired RF 
power for subcarrier X. Therefore if any of these outputs 
(XMHLAl through Xr·L.rvJLA!j.) are negative it indicates that 
there is not enough RF power received at the interrogator 
and/or transponder, as the case may be, for communications. 
The RF signal received is insui'f1cient under stated 
requirements and conditions. The power received at the 
transponder or interrosator must be increased, or the sub-
carrier bandwidths decreased, or signal to noise ratios 
required decreased, or the noise spectral density decreased, 
or combinations or the above. Increased system sensitivity 
{decreased noise spectral density), and reduced circuit 
losses are dif'i'icul t to achieve because stat0-cf'- the-art 
components are generally used in design of new spacecraft 
teleco~~unications systems. 
After the initial run the selected modulation indices 
are adjusted, as required,. to make all sub carrier, all 
carrier, and the interrogator tracking code signal to noise 
ratio margins greater than zero. See Section V, Paragraph 
6. This is RSN1H. RSN2M, C:r-1RT, RSN3M, RSN4I{, RCS!lH, and 
CMRI must be greater than zero. See Appendix B for nomen-
clatu.re of' these outputs. For eY.:a...ruple, i:t~ tn.e cf'..r•::-f0r 
signe.~ to noise ratio margin (CHRT) is negative the sub-
carrier ana/or· trackir~g code modulation indices mu~t be 
decreased to place rcre RF power in tn~ ca:-rier. If it is 
not possible to obta~n positive signal to noise ratio 
margins for each of' the carriers, s~.lbcar.rlers, and the 
tracking code at tne interrogatr.>:::-, tbe system ga:..ns must be 
in(~reased. For example increase transmitter RF output 
po¥-.rer, increase anter.:.na gains, inc:t. ... ease system sens :t ti vi ty, 
or reduce RF circuit losses. 
Several runs of" tne pro§";ram should result in -~ 
feasible telecommunications system RF link design. An 
optimization procedure could be adoed to eliminate the 
need for repetitive solutions. However, this results in 
additio~al progra~ cc~plexity and opti~ization is generally 
not required in pr•eli::ninary system design. 
The RF link margin relationsnips or Appendix B, the 
supporting link margin analysis equations of Appendix C, 
the input variable list of Appendix D, and the comp-u.tcr 
program in Appendices A and E are for a partic~lar system 
m.ocel. The!"t.::fore, the program must be rnodi:fied for dirfer-
ent models. The interrogator and "Gransponder used are 
shc'h::l in Figures 24 and 25. In Appendix F the computer 
print out for subroutine 2 has d~~y output variable 
designations. The value printed is really for the output 
variables in statements 6600 through 6650 o1' the main 
program.. The order of' the variables in tne subroutine 
print out is identical :for the order o:.t· the varis.bles in 
statemants 6600 tnrough 66$0. 
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b. Selection of.· Subcarrier r!odula.tion Indica~ 
Division o£ transmitter RF power between the various 
subcarriers is controlled by the selection of' subcarrier 
~dulation indices. An increase of the mod~ation index 
for s:.1bcarrier X ca1.1.ses more RF power to be allocated to 
subcarrier X and less power to be allocated to other sub-
carriers • the carrier and the ranging code. The rnod1.4la ticn 
loss equations or Ap~endix B, iten~ 17. 23. 2~, and 37 of 
Parts I and II describe tne relationship between carrier, 
range code • and sub carrier modulation indices ror computing 
rnodula.tion losses. One can see thAt a complex and inter-
acting relationship exists :for RF ¥ower distribution be-
tween subcarriers, the carrier, ~~= tne rang1ng code. 
There:fore selection ol' optimum indices is a tedious task. 
RF power in the carrier must ne su£1'icient :ror carrier 
tracking loop lockup {acquisition) but carrier power should 
not be larger tnan nece seary. r-animum car:-iv:.."' po;.J::li" rneiills 
that m.!.:;.ximum po'ITer is available rcr the data or caJ:>rier 
sidebands. Also RF power should be distributed between the 
subcarriers such that all subcarriers will reach thresr::..old 
simulteneously with a decreasing ~ceiver input signal. 
However. in practise small errors introduced by tne 
tolerance a~lowed in modulation index selection. normally 
10 percent~ will lead to di:fferences in the subcarrier 
thresholcs or 2 to 3 db. 
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Also, \-lith excess received RF signal the subcarrier 
that benefits ~~st should be given the excass signal. For 
exa.m.ple ~ when. the received s.ignal-to-noise ratio on a 
sv.bcarrier used .for pulse code modulation data. exceeds 
about 15 db tne improvement in probability of' bit error 
is negligible. However, analog channels will continue to 
show improvement up to approximately a 30 db signal-to-
noise ratio. Therefore it is best to use the excess RF 
power received in the analog channels. For example 20 db 
signal-to-noise ratio for analog cha~~els and 8 db for 
PG:r·l channels. 
7. Subcs.rrier Signal-to-I\oise Ratios Required 
To calculate circuit margins, it is necessary to 
de.fine a signal-tc-noise ratio (S:tffi) requirement at some 
point (bandwidth) in a receiver channel and then to calcu-
late the actual SN~ at tnat point. The point, is generally 
the subcarrier pre-detection bandwidth. The difference 
between what S!ffi is required and what is achieved is the 
circuit margin. 
B. CIRCUIT DESIGN TECHNIQUES 
Spacecraft equipment should be designed using current 
and well uroven circuit ~abrication techniques to ksep 
"' 
costs low and to enhance reliability. Hybrid thin and 
thick film technology which integrates discrete type inte-
grated circuits with thin film technology is currently most 
widely used. Medium or large scale integration can be used 
in those areas where circuit contruction techniques are 
pro·ven. Nearly, complete use o1' medium or large scale 
integrated circuits may be feasible during. tne middle or 
late 1970 time period. 
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VI. CONCLUDilm REHAHKS 
Existing teleconu.11uni.cat~.ons equipment is sufficient 
to meet tbe lcgistic spacecraft requirements and use of 
this equipment is believed to result in the lowest cost 
approach. However, advanced technology equipment is 
required to achieve flexible space operations, to extend 
the state-of-the-art in telecommunications equipment, and 
to serv-e as a keystone for maintaining preeminence in 
space. Flexibility is achieved by automatic antenna 
switching, flexible program telemetry, rendezvous radar, 
cartridge tape recorders, flexible frequency of operation, 
wide bandwidths, etc. The increased unif'ication presented 
(inclusion of' rendezvous radar in tne cornmunications 
system) is but a step toward complete integrated electronic 
systems. With further development, party line concepts 
(coded, uncoded, time ordered, or frequency ordered) can 
offer increased data flow flexibility by transferring 
telemetry, command, voice and checkout data on a single 
common data bus. 
The telecommunications sy ster:1 goals, requirements, and 
system design features should place emphasis on flexibility, 
reliability, growth capability, low mission recurring costs, 
and advanced circuit design technology. Therefore, 
advanced equipment is recommended with maximum utilization 
of current advanced development work being funded by NASA 
and the aerospace industry. 
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Tne exampla computer program r~ has shown that two 
spacec~aft, in orbit, can communicate with each otner at a 
250 nautical nile range using a 10 db gain anter~a on one 
sp&cecraf't, a zero db gain antenna. on the other spacecraft, 
and 25 watt tt'ans:ni tters on each spacecra.!'t. Com.mlh"lica-
t1ons consists of the following de.ta frcm each spacecraft 
to th+~ other: a 1.0 megab~t per second ranging code, 3 KHz 
voice data on a subcarrier, and 3 KHz telemetry cr con~and 
data on a subcarrier. 
The program was run three times to ar~ive at a satis-
factory· telecommunications RF link design. The apriori 
knowledge gained £rom correcting and checking the computer 
program did assist in converging to a feasible RF link 
design. Holvever, it is bel~eved that 3 or 4 runs of tne 
computer program will normally lead to a feasible and 
practical RF link design provided that there are no con-
straints which prevent a solution. Changing the computer 
program input variab~es for repeated computer program runs 
was an easy task since only tne data list of Appendix E had 








Computer Program f'or Signal to Noise 
Ratic Margin Analysis 
RF Link Margin Relationships Used for 
Computer Program 
Suppcrting Link .Nargin Analy·sis Equations 
Used in Computer Program 
Computer Program Inputs for RF Signal 
I1argin Analyses 
Computer Program Data List for Program 
Listed in Appendix A 
Example Signal to Noise Ratio Margin 
Program Results using Inputs of 
Appendix E and the :Frogra.m Listed 
in Appendix A 
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APPENDIX A - COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO l>1AF.GIN ANALYSIS 
US&JMR THU, 07/3U6~ 
~SLI8,B£SJ,,,***" " 




3~&RRRR, SSSS ,SO, S 1 , S3, \.J 1, ··,'2 
~7 5 F0RMAT<6CF12,2)) 









2700 CALL BESJCSl ,l,BJ1,1.E·6,IER> 




3300 CALL 3ESJCS2,0,uJ10,l.E~6,1ER> 












4100 RSNl ~=SCSNRJ-RR 




4500 SCSNR2:SNRWBT+SCMLN2+l3 IVSN~·FFPRC2 







5300 IF<CTN~RL .LT •• 035>CT~RLT:·l.05 
5400 lF(CTNRRL .GT •• 35>CTNRLT:O. 
5500 IF<CTNRRL .GE •• 035.AND.CTNRRL.LE •• 35>CTNRLT:JO.*AL0GJOC.G6•CTNRRL 551 0&+. 76) 
, 6200 CTNRLL:CTNRAL+CTNRLT 
6300 CMRT:CTNRLL-QQ 







7100 CALL BESJCS3,l,BJ3l,l.E-6,IE7?) 
7200 CALL BESJCS3,0,BJ30,1.E-6,~E~> 
APPENDIX A - Continued 
· 7.300 XANMN:-XMMLA4-C-XMML;. . .3)+20.*f..LZG1CCBJ31 /8J30) 
7400 X~WY~=EXPlOCXANMN/20.) 
7500 S4:2.2*<1.-EXPC-1.05*XWWYN>> 
7600 CALL BESJ<RGGGGG,O,BJRGO,I.E-G,IE1> 
7650 CALL BESJ<RGGGGG,l,BJRGI,l.E-G,IER> 
7700 CALL 3ESJCUUUUUU,O,BJUUO,l.E•G,IER> 
7750 CALL BESJ<UUUUUU,l,BJUUt,l.E·S,lER> 
7800 CALL BESJCS4,0,BJ40,l,E·G,IER> 




8200 ,fFPRC3: l 0 •*AL0G I 0 C l .+ C2 •*DVVRT*St-;RLLI *EXP I 0 CPWRRT 1/1 0. > * 1 • 
821 O&E-3 >I< TKTK* TEMPEl>> 





8300 SCSNR4:St~RWdl+SCMLN4+9 I VSN4•FFPRC4 










· 9300 CMLTI:lO.*AL0GlOC3JRG0•*2*BJUU0**2*BJ30**2*BJ40**2> 
9900 CPALI:PWRRTl+CMLTl 





10400 1FCC!NRRI,LT •• 035>C!NRLI:-l.05 
10500 IFCCTNRRI.GT •• 35>CTNRLI:O. 




1 0 3 50 P R 1 NT , .. ~A 1 N P R 0 G R A M" 
1090010 F0RMATC4<;:;6," :",r:J.2,X)) 
11 0 0 0 PR 1 NT l 0 , " S C ff1LIH " , SC ML N 1 , "B 1 VS N 1" , 91 VS N 1 , " FFPR C 1 " , 
lllOO&FFPRCl .::scSNR( ,SCSNRl,::RSNl rrj' .tRSNl ,~i,"SgMLN2",.SCMLN2,::31VSN2", 
llllO&f3IVSN2,. FFPRC2 ,FFP~C2, SCSNR2 ,SCSNi12, RSN2M ,RSN2M, CMLIT", 
11120&CMLIT, CPALT",c~~L!,"CTL3T",c!L3!, .. CNP!",cNPT 
12000 20 F0RMAT(4(A6, : .~J.2,X>> 
1~100 PRINT .. 20,"CT~RAL",c~NBAL,"c~~RLT",c!NBLT,"ct~RLL",ctNBLL,"CMRT", 
1G200&CM~T, SCMLN3 ,SCML~v, BIVSN~ ,OlVSN~, FFPRC3 ,FFPRC3, SCSNR3 
12300&:,scSNR~, .. RSN3M".tRSN3M,:scMLN4",§CMLN4,. .. BIVSN4:,DIVSN1, 
12400& FFPRC4 ,rrPRC4, SCSNR4 ,SCSNR4, RSN4~ ,RSN4M, ~L0RCI .~L0RCI, 
12500&"RCSNRT",RCSNRT,"D~VRt",DV~~T 
12600 30 F0RMATC4CA6, : .~~.2,XJ) 
12700 PRINT ~O,"QSD~aT",QSDC~T,"RL~D3I",RL~D3I,"EPTLI", • .. 
12300&r,PtLI,,:RcSNRl "~CSN~l J. R~S~M· ,RCS!m, CMLTI .. ,CML!l 11 CP~Ll ,CPALl, 
12900& .. CTL31 .tCTL31, C~Pl ,~NPJ., cpFL~l ,gtNR~f, C!NRkl ,C!N~L~, .. 
12950& CTNRCI ,CTNRCI, CWH ,cM;U, S2 ,s2, S4 ,S4, RuG1.1GG 
12975&RGGGG§,"uuuuyu",uuuuuu,"sJt ",sJt, BJo ",sJo,"BJlO • 
13000&RJIO, BJll · ,BJll, 
l!Oto&:aJRGg",BJRGQ,"BJBGI",BJ~Gt,"~JUUo",~JUUO,"BJUU1",3JUUl, 
· 13020& BJ40 ,BJ4Cl, 3J41 ,BJ41, BJ30 ,RJ30, BJ3l ,BJ31 
13025&."XMMLA3",XMMLA3,"XM~L~4",XMML~4,"XANMNa,XANMN 
APPENDIX A - Continued 
13030&:XWWYN:,XWWYN,:XMMLAl:,xM~LAl ,:XMMLA2",~~MLA2,ftXANMM",XANMM, 
13035& XW~YZ",XWWYZ, TREE~! ATR~ERI, T~EER2" 1 TREERg . " " 
13700 PRINT, JREERl ,TREEnl, TRc.ER2 ,T:iEER2, DVVRT ,DVVRT, FFPRC3 , 
l57SO&FFPRC3, FFPRC4 ,rFPRC4 
14000 END 
2 0 0 0 0 S U3 ~ 0 U T 1 N E S ~ il L i'10 C I , A , B , C , D , F: , F , ~ , H, e , P, q , X, Y , Z , AA , BB, C C , 0 D , EE , 
200lO&FF,HH,PWRREC,SPDENT,SNRW3T,SN~LLT ,RRTRRt,TEMPEQ) 
20015 PWlD3M=lO.*AL~Gl0(A/l,E-3> 
· 20020 FSLZSS=37,8+20.*<AL~GlC<D>+AL~GlO<E>> 
200!0 P'A'RREC:F~Il Ouf"'~B+C -FSL0SS+F+G+H+0+P 
2 0 0 7 0 I F' et~ A • EQ • 1 • > A A = C EX P 1 0 CCC I 1 0 • > - 1 , ) * 2 9 0 • 











20230 IF<RRTRRT.LT •• 035>SNRLLT:3.14/4. 
20240 IfCRRTRqT,GT •• 35>SNRLLT=l. 
20250 1FCRRTRRT.GE •• 035.AND.RRTRRT.LE •• 35>SNRLLT:C.68*RRTRRT+.76) 
20260 SNRLRT=lO.*AL0GlOCSNRLLT> 
20270 SNRWBT=~PT:JRT+SNRLRT 
2 0 2 7 3 P R I NT , .• THE S U a q 0 y T I ~E ... 1 S.. , l 
20260 100 FZRMATC4(A6, : ,:J.2,X)) 
20285 PRINT 1 oo, .. TE~iPE-t .. , TEMPE~, ··a ~·I FT .. ,swr FT, "PWRN0T", PWrtN0T, 
20237&"RPTNRT",RPTNRT,"PWIDBM",PWID3M 




APPEIDIX A - Continued 
20292 PRINT 2oo, "RRTRRT", qRTRRT ~ "SNRLRT", SNRLRT," I'SL0·ss", FSL0SS; 
. 20293&"PWRREC",PwRqEc,:sN~LLT",SNRLLT 
20295 300 F0RMATC4CA6, : ,~J.2,X>> 
20300 PRINT 3CO,"SPDENT",SPDENT,"SN~W3T",SNRWBT 
: 20320 RETURN 
. 20330 END 
}I)TES: 
1. Compute.r- prog.r-am language is Fo~tran IV. 
2. The General Electric 420 computer system was used witn a teletypewriter. 




APPENDIX B - RF LINK MARGIN RELATIONSHIPS USBD FUR COi~UTER PROGRAM 
-P~~T I -Interrogator to Transponder Channel 
.:~J!1able Nomenclature/Algoritnms 
,. No • 









Inter:roga·tor Trg.nam1 ttor Power Output 
10 log10(A/lO•J) 
Interrogator Transmitter Circuit Losses 
Interrogator Transmit Antenna Gain 
·Free Space Loss 37.8 + 20(logl0D + log10E) * 
Antenna Polarization Loss (I to T) 
Antenna Po1nt1ns Loaa (I to T) 
Transponder Receive Antenna Gain 
Transponder Receive Circuit Losses (Before selected 
aratem temperat~e reference point) 
Transponder Preamplifier Gain (If preamplifier is 
before system temperature reference point, 
otnerwise zero) 
PWRREC 10. Power at Transponder Receiver 
*See Note 6 













+ dbm 1 + 2 + 3 
- -4+5+ 
6 + 7 + 8 
+ 9 
APPEIIDIX B - Continued 
Variable Nomenclature/Algorithms 
Name No. 















Noise Spectral Density 
10 (loglO { ( T~NPEQ) { TKTK)/10-3)) 
IF Bandwidth 10(1og10 (R)) 
Noise Power 
Received Power to Noise Power Ratio at 
Limiter Inputs 
ratio form of RPTNRT 
Signal to Noise Ratio Loss in Limiter 
(Supporting iliodel 17 Append tx C) 
ratio form of SNRLRT 
Signal to Noise Rutio in Wideband Loop 
(Limi ter• Output) 
Transponder Subcarrier No. 1 
SCMLNl 17. Subcarrier M~dulation Loss 
10{1og10{2J1 (Sl)J02(S2) cos2(so))) 
BIVSNl 18. Bandwidth Improvement Factor lO(log(H/T)) 
Value Units Remarks 
- dbm 
db 
_:t dbm 11 + 12 
+ db 10 - 13 
- db 
+ db 14 + 15 
- db 
db R > T 




FF?RCl 19. Factor for Pseudo Random Code Interference 
in Subcarrier Bandwidth lO(log (1 + {2)(TREER1) 
(SNRLIJT) (EXP10 { Pi'JRREC/10}) ( 10-3~9 ( TEMPEQ) ( TKTK)) 
SCSNRl 20. Subcarrier Channel Signal ·to Noise Ratio 
RR 21. Required Subce.rrier to Noise Ratio 
RSN1~1 22. Subca.r:r•ier Number One Signal to Noise Ratio Hargin 
Transoonder Subcar·r~~r No~ 
SC1'4LN2 23. 
BIVSN2 24. 
Subcarrier t-'lQdula.tion Loss 
lO(log10 (2J12(S2)J02(sl)cos2Q(SO))) 
Band~J-tidth Improvemont F'actor lO(log10 (R/¢¢)) 
FFPRC2 25. Factor for Pseudo Randnm Code Interference 
in Subcurr-ier Bandl-ridth lO(lo(;l .... (l + (2)(TRgER2) 
(SNRLLT) (EXr10 (PltlRHEC/lO)) (lO-JJ/(TKTK) (TEJ.1PEQ))) 
SCSNR2 26. Subcar•rier Cha~mel Signal to Nolse Ratio 
SS 27. Required Subcat•rier to Noise Ratio 
RSN2M 28. Subce.rriel." Nurnber Two Signal to No:Lse Ratio Nargin 
Value Units Rema~ks 
db 
+ db 16 + 17 + 
18 .. l9 
+ db 
+ db 20 ... 21 
- db 
db R > ¢¢ 
db 
+ db lb + 21 + 
24 - 25 
+ db 
+ db 26 - 27 
APPENDIX B - Continued 
Variable Nomenclature/Algorithms Value Units Remarks 
Name No. 









Carrier Hodulation Loss ,., 
10(log10 (J02(sl)J02(S2)cosc(SO))) 
Carrier Power at Limiter Input 
Noise Spectral Density 
lO(log10 ((TEMPEQ)(TKTK)/l0-3)) 
Ca.rrier Tracking Loop Noise Bandwidth 10 ( log10 ( PP)} 
Noise Pm-1er 
Carrler to Noise Ratio e.t Limite1~ 
ratio form of CT.t-rHAL 
Carrier to Noise Ratio Loss in Limiter (Supporting Model 17 Appendix C) 
C~1 I'ffiLL 36. Carrier to Noise Ratio in 'I1NlCking Loop 
QQ 37. Required Carrier to Noise Ratio 
CMRT 38. Cat•rier Signal to Noise Ra t;io Narg in 
PART II - Transponder to Interrogator Channel 
PWTDBI'1 1. Transponder Transmitter Power Cutput 10(log10 (AAA/10-3)) 
- db 
- dbm 10 + 29 
- dbm 
db 
.. dbm 31 + 32 
+ db 30 .. 33 
- db 
+ db 34 + 35 
+ db 
-





APPENDIX B - Continued 
Variable Nomenclature/Algorithms Value Units Remarks 
Name No. 
BBB 2. Transponder Transmitter Circuit Losses - db 
CCC 3. Transponder Transmit Antenna Gain + db 
FSLTI 4. F~ee Space Loss 37,R + 20(log10DDD + 20 log10E) db 
FFF 5. Antenna Polarization Loss (T to I) db 
GGG 6. Antenna Pointing Loss ( T to I) - db 
HHH 7. Ihterroentor Receive Antenna Gain + db 
¢¢¢ 8. Interrogator Receive Circuit Losses (Before selected - db 
system temperature reference point} 
PPP 9. Transponder Pre&rupllfier Gain (If preamplifier is db 
before system ter'1pe1•aturo rof~1rence point, 
otherrli se zero) 
PWRRTI 10, Power at Interrogator Receiver + dbm 1 + 2 + 3 
-
- 4 + 5 + 6 .. 7 + 8 
Interrogator Wide band + 9 
SPDENI 11. Noise Spectral Denait) 
10(log10 (TEMPEI)(TKTK /lo-3)) 
- dbm 
BvJIFI 12. IF Bandwidth 10(loe;10 (AAAA)) db 
1-' 
P1/JRNO I 13. Noise rower + dbm 11 + 12 f\J 
-
0' 
APPENDIX B - Continued 
Variable Nomepclature/Algoritr~ 
Name No. 
RPTNRI 14. Received Power to Noise Ratio at Limited Input 
RRTRRI ratio for>m of RPTNRI 
SNRLRI 1.5. Signal to Noise Ratio Loss in Limiter 
(Supporting Hodel 17 Appendix C) 
SNRLLI ratio form of SNRLRI 
SNRWBI 16. Signal to Noise Ratio Out of Limiter 
Interrogator Subcarrier No. 3 
SCMLN3 17. 
BIVSN3 18. 
Subcarrier !-'!adulation Loss 
lO(log10 (2J02(RGGGGG)J02(uuuuu}J12(s3)J02(s4))) 
Banduidth Improvement Factor 10(log10 (AAAA/BBBB)) 
Value Units Remarks 
+ db 10 - 13 
- db 
+ db 14 + 15 
- db 
db AAAA > 
BBBB 
FFPRC3 19. Interference Due to Retransmitted Noise in db 
the Subcarrier Detector Bandwidth 10(log (1 + 
( 2DVVRT) (SNRLLI) ( i!:XP10 ( P\\JRHTI/10)) (lo-3) /t~KTK) (TEMPE!) 
(One when retransmitted noise is not considered. 
For example, for regenerative transponder) 
SCSNRJ 20. Subcarrier Char.zne1 Signal to Noise Ratio 
CCCC 21. Required Subcarrier to Noise Ratio 
RSN3l-1 22. Subcarrier Number 3 Signal to Noise Ratio Margin 
+ db 16 + 17 + 
18 - 19 
db 
+ db 20 - 21 
APPENDIX B - Continued 
Variable !lomencla ture /Algorithms 
Name No. 
Interrogator Subcarrier No. 4 
SCMLN4 23. 
BIVSN4 24. 
Subcarrier r19dulation LQSS lO(log10 (2J0~(RGGGGG)J02(TnJuUUU)J12(S4)J02 (S3))) 
Bandwidth Impt•ovement Pactor lO(log(AAAA/DDDD)) 
FFFRC4 25. Interference Due to Retransmitter Noise in the 
Subcarrier Detector Bandwidth (PF'PRC3--No. 19) 
SCSl;R!~ 2b. Subcarr·ier Channel Signal to Noi~o Ratio 
EEEE 27. Required Subcarrier to Noise Ratio 
RSN4M 28 ~ Suhcarr1er Number 4 Signal to No 1.se Ratio Hargin 




Hodulation LQSS of Ranging Code 
10 ( 1 og10 (l~Jl~ (RGGGGG) J02 ( UUUUDU) J02 ( Sl) J02(S2) 
J02(s3)J02(s4)3in2(so))) 
Ranging Code Si~nal 
Total Noise Spectral Density 
10 ( 1og:t.O ( ( ( 'l'KTK) ( TENPEI) + ( 2) ( EXP10 ( PWRRTI/10)) 
(1o-3){DVVRT))/l0-3)) 
RLBDRI 32. Rangin8 Loop Bandwidth 10(log10 (Q~QQ)) 






+ db 16 + 23 + 
24 - 25 
+ db 
! db 26 - 27 
- db 
+ dbm 10 + 29 
- dbm 
db 
APPENDIX B - Continued 
Variable Nomenclature/Algorithms 
Name No. 
PPTLI 33. Noise Power 
RCSNRI 34. Ranging Code Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 
GGGG 35. Required Tracking Code (s~m) 
RCSNM 36, Ranging Code Signal to Noise Ratio Margin 









Carrier Modulation Loss 
10(log10 (J02(RGGGGG)J02(UUUUUU)J02(S3)J02(S4))) 
Carrier Power at Limiter Input 
Noise Spectral Deneity 
Carrier Tracking Loop Nolse Bandwidth 
10 ( log10 (RRRR)) 
Noise Power 
Carrier to Noise Ratio 
ratio form of GTNRAI 
Carrier to Noise Ratio Loss in Limiter 
(Supporting Model 17 Appendix C) 
Value Units Hemarks 
+ dbm 31 + 32 
+ db 30 - 33 
+ db 
-
.!. dbm 34 - 35 
- db 
+ dbm 10 + 37 
-
- dbm 11 
db 
- dbm 39 + 40 
+ db 38 - 41 
-
- db 
APPENDIX B - Continued 
Variable Nomenclature/Algorithms 
Name No, 
CTNRCI 44. Carrier to Noise Ratio in Tracking Loop 
SSSS 4S. Required Carrier to Noise Ratio 
CHRI 46. Carrier Signal to Noise Ratio Hargin 
NOTES: 
Vslue Units Remarks 
+ db 
-





41t - 45 
1. J 0{X) and J1 (X) are Bessel functions of the first kind, first and second 
order respectively. (X) is the argument of the Bessel function. 
2. See Appendix c for supporting equations and explanations. 
3. EXP10 (X) = lOx 
4. I to T = Interrogator to Transponde~ 
5. T to I = Transponder to Interrogator 
6. See Appendix D fiJr nomenclature of input variables not specified in this Appendix. 
4P~ENO+X Q ~ fHWPQWPiz.Q ~:J:Ni{ MARG:J:N ANALYSI,S EQUA'l':tONS USE;D ~~t COlViPUTER PROGRAM 
lfiQ»}•~ton.Loss.Egua%1ons 
1• XMMLAl • Maximum modulation loss allowed tor- 1ntef'rogator to t:tansponde~ subca.rl'ill' 
no. 1 (neglecting limiter signal to noise ttat1o loss and factor for pseudo 
random code interference in subcarrier bandwidth) 
(in db} 
2.:· XMMLA2 - MaXimum modulation loss allowed for interrogator to transponder subcarrier 
no. 2 (s~me as above} 
XMMLA2 = ISPDENTI - l<lo) (log10<¢¢) >I - 1ss1 - IPWRREcl {in db) 
). XMMLA3 - Maximum modulation loss allowed for transponder to interrogator subcarrier 
no, 3 (same as above ) 
XMMLAJ = ISPDENII - 1(10) (log10(BBBB) >I - tccccl - IPWRRTII (in db) 
4·. XMMI,A4 .. Maximum modulation loas allowed tor tx-ansponde:r to interrogator ~uboarr1er 
no. 4 (same as above) . 
XMI~A4 = ISPDENII - J(lO)(log10 (DDDD) )I - fEEE~ - IFWRRTII 
From[l8J the true modulation loss equations are: 
S. XMMLAlT = 2J12(Sl)J02(S2)cos2(so) 
6. XMMLA2T = 2J02(sl)J12(s2)cos2(so) 
7, XMl-1LA3T = 2J12 (S3) J0 2(S4) J0 2(RGGGGG )J02(UUUUUU) 
8. XMMLA4T = 2J02(S3)J12(S4)J02(RGGGGG)J02(UUUUUU) 
(in db) 
APPENDIX C - Continued 
Then if we asaume a value for subcarrier modulation index Sl we can solve for the 
S2 modulation index of subcarrier number 2. This lessens input variables and 
retains proper relationship of subcarrier modulation indices. From 5 and 6 above: 
9 XMMLAlT XMML 2 20 1 Jl{Sl) 20 l J,(S2) 
. • .. A T = oglOJo {Sl) - oglOJo (S2) 
10. Let XANM11 = 20 log10J1 (S2~ = XMNLA2T - XMV.lLAlT + 20 log10J1 ~Sl~ JQ(S2 J0 Sl 
Next substitute XMMLA2 f'or XMMLA2T and XNMLAl f'or X14MLA1T 
11. Let XW\VYZ = EXP10(XANMM/20) = JJ ( S2) J0 (s2) 
Solving for S2 [19] 
12. 82 = 2.2{1 .. EXP(-l.05{XWWYZ))) 
This equation is a good approximation for 32 in the range of 0 to 1.75; which is 
the range used in PM unif'ied telecorr~unicat1on systems. Figure 29 is a plot of 
J1 (X)/J0(X) ve~sus X showing the true conversion ourve and the estimate from the 
aoove exponential equation. A similar solution results for S4 once SJ the 
modulation index for subcarrier n~~ber 3 is selected. 
Interference and Transponder Turn Around Equations 
13. TREERl .. Part of factor for interference in subcarrier no. 1 received at transponder 
due to wideband ranging code modulation 
TREERl = J 02 (Sl) J 02 (S2) sln2 (SO) s in2 (Tr/V) (Wl)) /( {7(/V) (Wl) )2 (U) 
See FFPRCl, Line 19 of interrogator to t~ansponder channel in Appendix B. ~ w 
N 
A}>PENDIX C - Contipu~d 
14. TREER2 - Part of :tactor for interference in sub carrier no. 2 received at tranaponaer 
due to wideband ranging code modulation 
THr.!C:R2 = J 02 (Sl) J02 (S2} stn2 (SO) sin2{ (lf/V) ( W2) )/( (lT/V) (W2) }2 (U) 
15. DVVRT - Part of factor for interference in subcarriers rE.lceived at interrogator due 
to noise turned around ln transponder 
DVVRT = J02(RGGGGG) J12 (UtfUUUU)J0 2 (SJ}J02 (34)/UU 
16. RGGGGG -Gain of transponder turn around ~no.nnol for signal (ratio) 
RGGGGG = TT (RRTRRT/(RRTfiRT + SNRLLT) )0• 5 
where: RRTRRT = ratio form of signal to noise ratio at transponder IF bandwidth 
SNRLLT = ratio fo1 .. m of signal to noise ratio loss in lirni tar 
17. umJuUU - Gain of transponder turn around chtmnel for noise (ratio) 
UUUUUU = TT(l/(1 + (Sl-.'RLLT) (RRTRRT) (UU/(R/2))) ) 0 •5 
Receivet• System Temperature Model Used in Comoutt3r Program 
n1ese models are for the system shown in Figure 27 except the system temperature 
reference point is at tt1e input to tne preamplifier. See 'l'able XIV. 
18. TEi~.iPBQ - Effective system temperature (sensivitity) transponder 
TEM"PEQ = RA~HP + (RAWHP - 1) (Z)/HAHHP + AA + (EE) (RAWHR - 1)/RAWHQ + 
(HH) ( RAWHR) /HAwHQ 
APPEliDIX C - Continued 
where: RAWHP, R~VHR, and RAWHQ are Antenna Line Loss (Y}, Preamplifier Gain (BB), 
and Receiver Line Loss (DD) respectively in ratio form. 
(e.g. RAWHP = EXP1g(Y/10) 
19. TEMPEI - Effective system temperature (sensivitiy) interrogator 
TEHPEI = Q'~Q/RAWHS + (RA)VHS - l)(SSS)/RAWHS + TTT + (XXX)(RAWHU- 1)/ 
RA\fliT + ( ZZZ) ( RA~v1IU) /fiAHliT 
where: RAWHS, RAWHT, and RA\1HU are Antenna Line Loss (RRR), Preamplifier Gain 
(UtJU), and Receiver line Loss (W~'JW) respectively in rati.o form 
(e.g. RA~HT = EXP10 (UUU/10) 
Hiscellaneous 
20. TKTK -Boltzmann's Constant 
TKTK = 1.38(lo-23)joule/°Kelv1n 
Limiter Lo~s Moael 
21. The following model is used for all interrogator and transponder limiters. 
Signal to Noise (S/N) Ratio Signal Loss Factor 
at Limiter Input (Ratio) in Limiter (Ratio) 
< 0.35 71/4 
.035 ~ S/N ~ .35 .68(8/N) + .76 
1 






J0(X) and J1(X) are Bessel functions of the first kind, first and second 
order respectively. (X) is the argument of the Bessel function. 
Make XNi4LA2 ~ XH!4LA1 
Make XHMLA4 ~ XMivJLA3 
After running the program it was found that in some cases the factors for 
pseudo random code interference (FFPRCl and FFPRC2) were significant and 
should have been included in the equations for XM11LA1 and Xl'1MLA2. However, 
since the two interference factors were nearly equal (in cases run) they 
would cancel out in subsequent calculations. Therefore, the program was 
not updated for this correction. 
EXP10(X) = loX 
EXP(X) :: ex 
APPENDIX C - Continued 
A t l. C 
Estimat 
e ua Ut"Ve ~ 
ed Curve (E) \ 
0 . ·~ 
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. :FIGURE 29 - PLOTS OF J1 {X)/J0 (X) VERSUS X 
Input 
APP.C::NDIX D - CC·l'JPUT::::...-q PROC~F:AII IN"Pl'\ 3 FC;R 
RF s_::Gr;.A.L .i·b.:.=(G-IL-1 .:.M~LYS.2S 








































Interro~&tor Transmitter RF Power Out~ut 
Interroga~or Transmit Circuit Losses 
Inter.:>oga to:r Antenna Ga in 7 Trans!ni t 
Interrogator Transmit Frequency 
Distance Interrogator to Tran3ponder 
Anten.r:a Pola;."iza t icn Loss ( :1: to 'I) 
Anten:c'-a Poin.ting Less (I to ':') 
Transponder .Antenna Gain, ::.:teceiv0 
T~anzponder Circuit Losses, Receive 
Transponder Preampllri-::r Gain, Heceive 
Transponder IF B&ndwldtn 
Sub carrier :;o. :::.. Pre de te c t:Lon EanC.i..:id+.;h 
Interroz-;a to:::-- Tracking Code Bit Rate 
Tracking Coae Fre~uency 
Transponder Receive Antenna Tem"':le.ra t·J.re 
Transponder Receive Antenna ~in~ Los~ 
Transponder :~eceive Antenna Line 
Temperature 
Transponder Receive Preanplifier Input 
Temperature 
Transponder Receive Prea~plifier Gain 
Transponder aeceive Preamplifier ~oise 
Figure 
Transponder Receiver Line Lc3s 
Transponder Receiver Line Te;.n-pe!•ature 
'i'ransponder ~-\e ce i ver r;o ise Figure 
•rransponder Receivsr ~Toise ?emperature 
Subcarrier Eo. 2 Freda tee tit>n Band~iidth 
Carrie:t. .... 'l'rackin;~ l:..oop Bacd\iidt:J., 
Trt:\nsponlier 
Required Carrier to ~oise Ratio, 
Transponder 
Subcarr~er "i}o. l - Requ:!.red Sim PD BH 
Subcarrier Xo. 2 - Re:.:J.uired. S.!'.'R PD m-I 
Transponder Turn ;:.round Cor:.stant 
Transponder 'l'u.rn Arow::.d. Loop Band\.ridth 









































































Transpancer Transmitter RF Power Outout 
Transponder Trs.nsnii t Circuit Losses -
Tr•ansponG.er Transmit Anten ... 11.a Ge.ln 
Tl~anspor:i:ier 1'ransmi t Frequency 
Antenna Polarization Loss (T to I) 
Antenna Point:l.r..g Loss (T to I) 
Interrogator Antenna Gain, Receive 
Interrogator Circuit Loss, Receive 
Inte::.~rogato:t• Freampli1'ier G3.in, Receive 
Interrogator Receive Antenna Temperature 
Interrog,a tor Receive Antenna Line Loss 
Interrogator Receive Antenna Line 
Temperatu .. :."'e 
Interrogator Receive Preamplifier 
'I'empera ture 
Interrogator Receive Prean:.plifier Gain 
Interrogator Receive Preamplifier Noise • 
Figm-·~ 
Interrogator Receiver Line Loss 
Interrosa tor Receiver Line 'Ie.r::perature 
Interrogator Receiver r·Yoise Figure 
Interrosa tor Receiver N'J ise TE:m:pera tul"e 
Inter;."oE;ator IF Banduidth 
Sub carrier :t;o. 3 Predetaction Band·.r~idth 
SubcarJ."'i.:;;r No. 3 Required SNR ?D 3'.v 
Subcarrier !;·o. 4 Pre detection 3andwidth 
Sub carrier No. 4 Required .Si.'ffi PD B:t 
Interrogator, Required Tracking Loop Siffi 
Interrogator, TrackinP: Loop Band1rridth 
Interro;a tor, Carrier -·'Loop. Band1•Tidth 
Interrogator, Required Carrier Loop Siffi 
Ranee Code Hodulation Index 
Subcarrier No. 1 Peak Modulation Index 










































APPENDIX D - ContJ.!:'lued 
Input 





Subcarrier No. 1 Center Frequency 




1. I to T = Interrogator to Transponder 
2~ = unused letters 
3. IF AA is specified CC must equal 1.0. IF CC 
is specii'ied AA must equal 1.0. 
4. IF FF is speci1'ied HH rr.U3t; eq_ual 1.0. IF HE 
is specified FF must equal 1.0. 
5. PD BW = Predetection Band~idth 
6. T to I = Transponder to Interrogator 
7. IF TTT is speci1'ied 1.'VV must equal 1..0. I? vVV 
is spec i!'ied T'I'T must equal l. 0. 
8. IF Y~ is specified ZZZ must equal 1.0. IF ZZZ 
is specified TIY must equal 1.0. 
9. For ¢, P, ¢¢¢ and PPP only include lo3ses and 
gains that are before system temperature 
reference point. P and PPP is always zero for 
the system model used in this program. 
139 
APPENDIX E - COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA LIST FOR 
PROGRAM LISTED IN APPE.NDIX A 
: USBDJD 10:03 THU. 07/31/6~ 
100 25 •• -3 •• 10.~2100.,250.,0., 
110 3.,o.,-3.,0.,4.E6,22.E3, 
120 I.E6,5.E5,l00.,3.,290.,1 •• 
130 20 •• 5.5,.5,290.,3.,1., 
140 22.E.3,-300.,12.,10.,3.,.63,. 





200 .5,1 •• 1.4,3.E4.7.E4 
LOCATION OF IJPUT VARIABLb:S IN COMPUTER PROGRAM DATA LIST 
. 
100 A,. B, c. D,. E,. P,. 
110 G, H, -~ P,. R,. 'l, 
120 lJ, v, x, Y,. z, AA,. 
130 BB,. cc, DD,. EE, FF, HH, 
140 ¢Sf. PP,. QQ,. RR,. ss, TT,. 
1.$0 w,. vv. AAA,. BBB, ccc. DDD, 
1oo FFF,. GGG, HHH,. 919191. PPP, QQQ.,. 
170 RRRs sss. T'l"l,. uuu. vvv. www. 
180 xxx. YYY, zzz.. AAAA, BBBB, ecce, 
190 DDDD, Ei<&8,. GGGG, QQQ.Q,. RRRR, ssss, 
200 so .. S1,. S3, W1, W2, 
.APPENDIX F - EXAMPLE SIGNAL TO WISE RATIO MARGIN PROORAI-1 RESULTS USI10 
INPUTS OF APPENDIX E A~~ Trt~ PROGRAM LlS~ED IN A~f~NDlX A 
USBJMR 10:01 JHU. 07/31/69 
25.00 -3 .oo 10.00 2100.00 250.00 o.oo 
o.oo o.oo ·.3. 00 o.oo 4000000.00 22000.00 
1000000.00 500000.00 100.00 .3.00 290,00 I ,00 
20.00 5.50 0.50 2SO .00 ~.oo 1 .oo 
22000.00 BOO.OO 12.00 10.00 3.00 0,63 
1700000.00 22000.00 25.00 -.3. 00 o.o:> 22d0 .oo 
o.oo o.oo 10.00 •3 .oo o.oo I 00,00 
3.00 290.00 1.00 20.00 5,50 1 • 50 
290.00 s.oo l.OO 4000000.00 22000.0J to.oo 
22000.00 10.00 32.00 1 .oo 800.00 12.00 
0.50 1.00 1 .4 0 30000,00 70000,00 
THE SUBR~UTlNE IS 
TEMPEQ : 9 51 • 3 6 B W 1F'T - 66.02 PWRN0T : ·102.80 RPTNRT : -1.43 
-PWIDBM : 4.3.98 
RRTRRT : 0, 72 StBLRT 
= 
o.oo FSL0SS - 152,20 PWRREC - •104.22 
-SNRLLT : 1.00 
SPDENT : ·168.82 SNRIN3T : -1.43 
THE SUBR0UTINE IS 2 
TEet,P EQ - 956,68 BWI FT - 66.02 PWR N0T : •102, 77 RPTNRT - -2.17 
- -
... 
PWI DBM : 4.3.98 
RRTRRT : 0. 61 SNRLRT : 0.00 F'SLZSS : 152.92 PWRREC .. •104.94 
-SNRLLT : l. 00 
SPDENT : -1 6 3 • 7 9 S NR WB T : -2.17 
MAl N PR0GRAM 
SCMLN l : • 6 • B 5 B I VS N 1 : 22.60 F'fPRC1 : 1.85 SCSNR1 -· 12.47 
-RSN1 N : 2. 47 SC!~LN2 - ·8. 7 J B I VS N2 - 22.60 FFPRC2 - 1.77 
- - -SCSNR2 : 1 0 • 62 R S N 2 ~1 : 2. 62 C MLIT - •5e06 CPALT : ·109;2d ~ CTLBT : 29.03 CNPT : ·13S.79 1-1 
DPINDIX P .. Continued 
CTNRAL : 30.51 CTt~RLT - o.oo CTNRLC : 30.51 CMRT : 1 g, 51 
-SCMLN3 : •7,99 BlVSN3 - 22.60 FF'PRC3 - 0,06 SCSNR3 : 12,39 .. 
-
RSN!M - 2.39 SCMLN4 : ·3.06 BIVSN4 : 22.60 FFPRC4 - 0,06 -
SCSNR4 : 12.32 RSN4~ - 2.32 ~L3~Cl : •28,53 RCSNRT - •133.46 
- -
DVVRT - o.oo 
-QSDC0T : •168.74 RLilDt31 : 0.00 PPTL: : ·16~.74 RCSNR! .. 35,27 
-
RCSNM .. 3.27 C ML Tl - •10.61 CPALI - •11'·'4 CTLB1 : 2!).03 .. 
- -
CNPI - •139,76 CTNRAI - 24.22 CTNRLI - O.CO CT~RCI - 24.22 
- - -C~l - 12.22 52 : o.~4 S4 - 1,39 RGGGGG - 0.41 
-
- -
i uuuuuu - 0.44 9Jl - 0,44 BJO - 0,77 dJlO • O,B3 .. .. .. .. 




BJUUl - 0.22 BJ40 - 0.57 8J4l : 0,54 BJ30 - 0,57 
- -
-
8J31 - 0.54 XM11LA3 - 1 0 • 43 X r~MLA 4 - 10.43 XA~MN .. -.Js .. .. .. .. 





XWWYZ : 0,46 T~EERl - 0.00 T~EER2 - o.oo 
-
.. 
lREER 1 9,204730423E·03TREER2 d,72~6643lOE·OoDVVRT 2. 63 7325~33£•09 
FFPRC3 5.53l4lB37oE·02FFPRC4 5.531413373E·02 
lOTI: Outputs of subroutine number 2 have dummJ variable name8, 
See Appendix B for true output variable names, 
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